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FOREWORD

The Policy Analysis Service, created to give the American Council on
Education a greater capability for responding to public policy issues re-
lated to higher education, has in recent months focused substantial atten-
tion on private higher education, its nature, financial conditions, and
students. In 1975, the Office of Education contracted with the Council to
analyze the condition of private institutions (emphasizing small liberal
arts colleges) and to formulate public policy options to help them. The
result was a ILiAy of the.Privat_e Sector of Htgher Education, carried out
under USOE Contract 300-75-0375.

The present report was one part of this larger study. Its author:
Elaine El-Khawas, is Staff Associate in the Council's Office of Academic
Affairs; we would like to thank that Office for enabling PAS to draw on
Ms. El-Khawas's expertise and insight. The report was edited by Justine
Kingham and prepared for publication by Laura Kent. Paula Knepper and
Clay Hpnderson efficiently processed the enormous mass of data. Storme
Smithers provided secretarial support at various stages.

Following submittal of the report to OE, the.Policy Analysis Service
has continued its efforts on behalf of the private sector, with support from
the Lilly Endowment. In May 1976, PAS (along with several other organiza-
tions) sponsored a conference bringing together researchers and policymakers
to discuss issues and research needs related to private higher education.
PAS also prepared and published Recent Resear0 on P_rivatelitaljer_Education!
A Compilation (Policy Analysis Service RePorts, Vol. 2, No. 2, August 1976
which gives information on recent and ongoing research studies of the private
sector. It is our hope that these and future PAS activities in the same area
will ultimately benefit both the academic community and those responsible for
public policy.

Patricia Smith
Policy Analysis Service

v
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PREFACE

The 1970s represent a time of adversity and adjustment for higher edu-
cation by any standard of measurement. After a long period of extraordinary
growth and expansion, colleges and universities now face disturbing and un-
precedented financial problems and must cope with the combined impact of
inflation, recession, and energy shortages. Changing student populations,
demands for greater accountability, and adjustments to new social mandates
are among-the pressures that exacerbate the financial concerns.

Public and private higher education share many of the same problems.
The private sector, h3wever, is especially vulnrable to certain of these
pressures because tuition is a primary source of its revenue (Wynn, 1974).
Many recent studies have addressed the problems facing private institutions.
Most bear on financial considerations, such as more effective use of re-
sources or proposals for public support (Cheit, 1973; National Council of
Independent Colleges and Universities, 1974). Others stress the loss of
vital contributions made by private institutions if steps are not taken to
assure the economic viability of the private sector (McGrath, 1975).

This report seeks to contribute to a better understanding of the nature
of both public and private higher education. Its premise is that, if changes
are to be proposed--especially if they are to be framed differently for the
public and private sectors--these proposals need to be informed by a better
understanding of the actual diffPreoces and similarities, both financial and
academic, between public and private higher education.

This is not a financial study. The report is designed to augment analy-
ses of financial tircumstances by documenting anew the many dimensions of
academic style and purpose that characterize the duality of the higher educa-
tion system as it exists today. It is a diverse and com,:ilex system, valuable
for those very qualities.

In this report,,several important functional aspects of institutios
_,_ considered for their bearing on academic purposes or roles that Might be
emphasized by administrators. Indicators of differing instructional purposes
and program emphases, of varying faculty capabilities, attitudes, and teaching
rolesii, and of:contrasting student backgrounds, plans, and interests are exam-
ined. Throughout, a major purpose has been to point out the aspects of aca-
demic character on which public and private institutions differ.

Important variations have been found, especially with regard to the dis-
tinctive roles played by public and private institutions. Descriptive profiles
of eight types of institutions (see pp. 44-51) offer a quick summary of impor-
tant differences. Some of the data reaffirm well-known differences. Some
clarify points of similarity or distinctiveness that have not been sufficiently
recognized. In all, the review presents a diverse picture of the academic
character of institutions, reinforcing certain beliefs and, at the same time,
correcting some misconceptions.

Elaine H. El-Khawas
Office of Academic Affai. s
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PROCEDURE

This report presents a detailed examination of a wide range of survey

data that might serve as indicators of the academic character of institutions.

A number of basic institutional characteristics are examined, including loca-

tion, religious affiliation, and enrollment size, and a summary profile of

institutional financial statistics has been prepared. In order to explore

the specifically academic character of institutions in greater detail than is

usually possible, conventional measures have been supplementedby extensive

data taken from several recent surveys of college students and faculty. Fac-

ulty and student responses about attitudes and actual behaviors have been

presented according to a number of institutional categories so that their

responses may act as indirect indicators of the academic style of institu-

tions. Data on the percentage of students or faculty who specialized in cer-

tain fields of study, for instance, are taken as measures of an institution's

relative emphasis on liberal arts studies or, instead, on practical learning

that is directed toward a career occupation.

Data were taken from several research files available at the American

Council on Education. General institutional characteristics (section 2) came

primarily from the 1972-73 HEGIS data tape. Profiles of entering students

(section 3) were developed by use of data on 1974 college freshmen, utilizing

the most recent survey file available at the time of this report. Aspects of

the academic style and purpose of institutions section 4) were derived from

responses of faculty (and, in some instances, of college seniors) on recent

national surveys. Pertinent information about each data file, including the

appropriate reference for detailed descriptions of survey methodology, are

summarized in Figure 1.

The REGIS file differs from the student and faculty files in two impor-

tant ways: It is based on responses from virtually the entire universe of

institutions (N 2,912), and it reports directly on attributes of the insti-

tion. The file thus can be usecrto provide information, for example, on the

number or percentage of institutions that received federal funds or that had

enrollments of more than 5,000 students in 1972-73. Ifl,contrast, the student

and faculty files are based on responses to sample surveys that, when aggre-

gated, provide indirect measures describing institutiont; for example, the

9



FIGURE 1: DATA SOURCES UTILIZED FOR INSTITUTIONAL COMPARISOK

Data Files

1 Freshmen

1974 UCLA/ACE sample survey of

first.time, full.time college

freshmen! Weighted statistical

estimates based on a sample of

364 institutions.

2, Seniors

Follow-up survey (summer 1972)

of 1968 college freshmen who

participated in the Cooperative

Institutional Research Program

freshman survey. Weighted

statistical estimates based on

a sample of, 358 institutions,

F.191,Y

1972-73 ACE national survey of

college faculty, Weighted

statistical estimates based on

a sample of 301 institutions,

4 Institutional Characteristics

HEGIS data file on

financial statistics of all

higher education institutions.

Data on 2,912 institutions.

1 0

Use in Report

Section 3: Differences in

Student Clientele

Section 4: Opportunities for

Leadership Experience; Over.

all Evaluation of the College

Section 2: Academic Resources

Section 4: Program Emphasis;

Orientatiq Toward Students

B-sic Reference

The American Freshman: National

Norms or Fa A. Astin

et iii7(Los AnFe-S: UCLA Gradu-

ate School of Education and Ameri-

can Council on Education, 1974),

A Profile of 1968 Colle e Fresh-

men in J. T, Royer and

J. A. Creager (Washington: Ameri.

can Council on Education, ACE

Research Reports, Vol, 10,'No. 1,

1976).

Teaching Faculty in Academe, 1972.

73, A, E, Bayer Was ington:

American Council on Education, ACE

Research Reports, Vol. 8, No. 2,

1973),

Section 2: General Characteris. Financial Statistics of Institutions

tics; Financial Resources gligher Education for Fiscal Year

lington:

WationalTenter for Education

Statistics, 1973)



number or percentage of faculty who hold tenure or who actively participate

in academic advising can suggest aspects of the institution's character. Stu-

dent and faculty data have been derived from sample surveys and statistically

weighted to be representative of the entire universe of college faculty and

students. They nevertheless are statistical estimates, based on sample data

organized in,this report according' to a different classification scheme than

that originally utilized. They are therefore subject to some error and, par-

ticularly for small categories of analysis, should be interpreted with cau-

tion. The reader should consult the survey reports for details of weighting

procedures.

Institutional Categories

ihe recently developed Carnegie Classification system' was taken as the

primary framework for analysis. This classification, now widely available,

provides greater differentiation among types of institutions than most previ-

ous classification schemes. Religious seminaries and other specialized in-

stitutions are distinguished from general liberal arts colleges, for example,

and several subcategories of universities are distinguished. Such changes

are useful and important improvements over previous grouping, especially the

traditional categories of universities, four-year and two-year colleges.

The Carnegie Classification system is particularly appropriate for an

examination of the academic character or purposes of institutions, because

its categories are largely organized according to different functiona-Troles.

In effect, several separate dimensions or educational purposes have been

taken into account by the Carnegie system, including: highest degree offered,

enrollment size, program complexity and emphasis, and, in one instance, selec-

tivity of admissions for the student body.

The six basic components of the Carnegie Classification scheme used in

this report are shown in Figure 2, with definitions and examples of each

,..ategory.
2

Some i.epresent a combination of categories from the full Carnegie

1 A Classification o- Institutions of Higher_ Education (1973). A discussion
of Carnegii-procedures in developing the scheme is found in Irwin and

Millett (1973).
2
No data are shown for public Liberal Arts I and II colleges in any of the

tables. Because very few institutions (two and thirty-six institutions,
respectively) fall within this category, the sample data do not allow for

reliable analysis.

12



4

system, combined for present purposes primarily because a small number of

institutions fall into certain classifications when the whole is divided ac-

cording to public and private control. The doctoral category, for example,

includes those institutions oric;inally placed in both the research and doc-

toral categories of the full Carnegiemstem

Figure 3 shows the distribution of all institu ions and of public and

private institutions among the Carnegie categories. Differences in the rela-

tive size of certain categories are quite striking. Universities granting

doctorates make up a small proportion of all institutions, for instance. The

impact of the past decade's growth on the number of two-year institutions is

also demonstrated. The figure stresses, too, the sizable number of special-

ized institutions that exist withi_n_the _higher education community.

Moreover, the public and private sectors are shoWn to be quite distinc-

tive in their relative emphasis certain types of educational activity. The-

public sector comprises mainly two-year institutions and comprehensive col-

leges to6ether accounting for 85 percent of all pUblic insti.tutions _see

Table 1). In contrast, the private sector is .concentrated Among liberal arts

and specialized institutions,'which together account for 70 percent of all

private institutions.-

The tendency for a single sector to "dominate" certain types of educa-

tional purpose is also reflected in sector differences:in the relative share

they occupy of each "market." Table 2 shows, fOr instance, that liberal arts

colleges are almost entirely limited to the private sector and that almost

nine out of ten specialized institutions are privately controlled. In con-

trast, approximately only one of three doctoral or comprehensive institutions

are private, and only one of five two-year colleges are private.4

3
-The number of institutions in each category differs somewhat from that shown
in the Carnegie Commission report; the present analysis is based.on 1972-73
data, whereas the Carnegie report was based on a'1970 population of institu-
tions.

4Comparison of these data for two-year institutions with earlier figures pro-
vides an indication of the amount of change that has taken place over the
past decade. Thus, the percentages of two-year colleges,that were under, pub-
lic control in 1950, 1960, and 1970, respectively, were: 55 percent, 58 per-

cent, and 73 percent (Andersen, 1974).

13



FIGURE 2

PROFILE CATEGORIES

Doctoral-Grapting Institutions (177 Institutions)

Includes Research Universities I and II and Doctoral-Granting
Universities I and II of the Carnegie Classification_
Includes all institutions that awarded at least 10 Ph.D.'s_in 1969-70.

Examples are: Claremont Graduate School
Dartmouth College
Johns Hopkins University.

Ohio State University
Texas Technical University
University of Nebraska

C m rehensive Universities and Collele (471 Institutions)

Combines two subcategories of the Carnegie Classification.
Includes institutions that offered a liberal arts program and at least

onlr professional or_ocaolim0_2212m1 such as teacher training or

nursing.
All.private institutions enrolled, at least 1,500 students and all

public institutions enrolled at _least 1,000_ students in 1970.

Examples are: Arkansas State University
Boston State College
Creighton University

Fairleigh Dickinson University
St. Olaf College
Virginia Military Institute

Liberal Arts I Colleges_ (143 institutions)

Directly from the Carnegie Classification.
Includes those colleges that scored 5 or above on selectivity (Astin)

or were among the 200 leading baccalaureate institutions in'terms of

numbers of graduates receiving Ph.D.'s at 40 leading doctoral-granting

institutions.

Exam les are: Albertus Magnus College
Berea College
Calvin College

D'Youville College
University of California, Santa Cruz
University of the Redlands

Liberal Arts II Colle es (583 Institutions)

- Directly from the Carnegie Classification.
- Includes all other liberal arts colleges that did not meet criteria

for inclusion in category I.

Exunples are: Alver- no College

Keuka College
Miles College

Our Lady of Angels College
University of Michigan, Dearborn
Whittier College

CONTINUED ...

14



PROFILE CATEGORIES (CONTINUED)

Two-Year Colle es (1,095 Institutions)

- Directly from the Carnegie Classification.
- includes colleges offering two-year associate's or other degrees

requiring less than four years of study.

Exam-les are: Bryant-Stratton Commercial School
Fashion Institute of Technology
Gainesville Junior.College
Green Mountain College
Maricopa Technical College
Ohio State University, Mar on Branch

Specialized .Institutions (443 Institutions

A combination of nine subcategories.
'Includes 205 theological seminaries, bibit c lieges, and other
institutions offering degrees in religion.

Exam les are: Calvary Bible College
Maryknoll College

Also includes:
44 independent medical schools, e.g., Medical College of

Georgia
27 other separate health schools, e.g., Massachusetts

College of Pharmacy
45 Schools of Engineering and Technology, e.g., Newark

. College of Engineering
26 Schools of Business and Management, e.g., Bernard

Baruch College
51 Schools of Art, Music, and Design, e.g., ParsOns

School of Design
11 Schools of Law, e.g., John. Marshall School of Law
11 Teachers Colleges, e.g., Bank Street College of

Education
23 other specialized institutions, including graduate

centers, maritime and military academies,,etc.,
e.g.,. Nova University.

15
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TABLE-1

DISTR BUTION OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS BY CARNEGIE CATEGORIES

Public Institutions

(Number) (Percent)

Private Institutions

(NuMber) (Percent)

Doctoral-Granting Universities 111 8.0 66 4.3

Comprehensive Universities and
Colleges 320 23.0 151 9.9

Liberal Arts I Colleges 2 0.1 141 9.3

Liberal Arts Il Colleges 36 2.6 547 35.9

Two-Year Institutions 864 62.1 231 15.2

Specialized institutions 59 4.1 384 25.4

TOTAL T5Y-Z 100.0 1,526 100.0

TABLE 2

PROPORTION OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS
IN EACH tNSTITUTIONAL CATEGORY

Public
(Percent

Private
(Percent

Doctoral-Granting Universities 63 37

Comprehensive Universities and Colleges 68 32

Liberal Arts I Colleges 99

Liberal Arts II Colleges 6 94

Two-Year Institutions 79 21

Specialized Institutions 13 87

TOTAL, ALL INSTITUTIONS 48 52

18
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Plan of the Report

For purposes of the report, available information on -characteristics of

institutions has been assembled and analyzed according to six basic profile

categories. Data are presented that offer evidence of institutional differ-

ences, by type and control, in terms of: (1) gefieral characteristics, (2) aca-

demic and financial ..-_sources, (3)=clientele, and (4) academic experiences

offered. Sections 2, 3, and 4 provide detailed reviews of the data bearing on

each, topic. General interpretive comments are offered at the beginning of

each section, followed by a series of specific item-by-item highlights. All

tables referred,to in these sections appear in the appendix.

Section 5 is primarily a summary and offers a different approach to the

analysis. Individual profiles of each type of institution are presented, based

on the clstinctive characteristics that have been observed for each type. Some

general conclusions that emerge from the analysis of data are also presented.

-Throughout, comparisons are made between the public and private sector

and between institutional types. The main purposes for presenting them are

broad: to identify sector differences and to document important patterns of

diversity. Inevitably, too, they offer a multifaceted picture of higher edu-

cation that contributes to a general understanding of this complex enterprise.



2. DIFFERENCES IN INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTER

Public and private institutions share many roles and purposes, from grad

uate education to two-year vocational training. Yet, as has been shown, the

sectors are distinctive in their relative emphasis. Public institutions are

mainly two-year or comprehensive institutions, whereas private institutions

are concentrated among liberal arts and specialized institutions.

Several differences in institutional character are reviewed in this sec-

tion, including the general aspects of size, geographic location, religious

affiliation, and broad indicators of an institution's financial status. In

addition, the nature of an institution's primary academic resource--its fac-

ulty--is reviewed in terms of faculty credentials, rank and tenure, and schol-

arly involvement.

Most of the data on general and financial characteristics are taken from.

the 1972-73 HEGIS files.
1 Faculty characteristics are based on responses to

a 'survey of college faculty conducted by the Ameri,can Council on Education in

1972-73. All data are presented according to Carnegie categories, It-should

be noted that the financial data, taken from the HEGIS file, are based on re-

sponses from the entire population of institutions of higher education

(N . 2,912). Faculty data, in -6ontrast, represent estimates., based on sample

survey responses that have been statistically weighted to approximate the

entire population of college facu_lty. Detailed descriptions of sampling and

meighting procedures are found in Bayer (1973).

.Tables A-1 to A-3 summarize the characteristics,under discussion in this

section. Differences are examined in terms of (1)-general characteristics,

(2) academic resources, and (3) financial resources. On each topic, summary

commentS about institutidnal differences precede a series of highlights.

'General Characteristics_

In.this section, two basic indicators of institutional Characterenroll-

-ment size and geographic'location--are reviewed. In addition, institutional

identification with a number of_special=mlesis_examfned .The_latter includes

single-sex institutions, institutions that are predominantly black, and those

that are religiously affiliated.

1 The 1972-73 HEGIS survey on financial characteristics of institutions o
higher education.

10
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Ins -itutions vary on these characteristics according to both type and

control. DatCoh gebqraphic location,- for instance, generally show greater

dispersion of public institutions and a definite clustering of private insti-

tutionS (especially in the Middle Atlantic states)--a reflection of privpte

colleges' having been founded under diverse historical circumstances. Prifate

doctoral and Liberal Arts I institutions had the greatest degree of concen-

tration in the'Mddie Atlantic region.

The "rural" image sometimes given the private sector relates mainly per-

haps to liberal arts colleges or to private two-year colleges.. Theseoinstitu-

dons are more likely than other private institutions to be located outside of

metropolitan areas. In general, however, similar or higher proportions of

most types of public institutions have rural locations.

Identification with special roles is also found primarily in the private

sector. Almost all single-sex institutions are privately controlled, as are

religiously affiliated institutions. The latter include private Liberal Arts

II colleges for'the -most part, but-a siz,able number of religious seml-naries

and bible colleges are taken into account as well. Historically black insti-

tutions--only 3 percent of all institutions--are found within both public and

private sectors; most are private Liberal Arts II or public comprehensive

colleges.

The data on enrollment ,size confirm the general view that most private

institutions are small. A definite concentration within a small to moderate

size range, varying up to about 2,500 students, was evident for private insti-

tutions. Public institutions, in contrast, varied more widely in size. Many

public institutions are small; about half enroll fewer thah 2,500 students.

But others range upward in size with 15 percent reporting enrollments of over

10 000 (see Figure 4).

Specific differences are as follows:

Enrollment.Size

a. Public and private institutions vary significantly in enrollment size.
Sixty-four percent of private institutions had enrollments (headcount
of fewer than 1,000 students in 1972, only 23.5 percent of public in-
stitutions had such low enrollments.

2-These data bear on considerations of "effective size" of institutions, sugges
ing that a good many comprehensive, liberal arts, and two-year colleges have
smaller enrollments than might be considered effective. Specific comparisons

are difficult, however, because the figures reported here are based on total
enrollments (headcount) rather than on the full-time equivalent enrollments

used in discussions of effective size. See The More Effective Use of Resources

(1973).

21
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FIGURE 4

DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTION- BY ENROLL
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b. The majority of private institutions are small, enr011ing fewer
than 2,500 students. Half of public institutions, however, are
of this modest size.

c. The public sector includes a good num6er of large institutions: 15

percent (203 institutions) had enrollments of over 10,000,and another
17 percent (234 institutions) had enrollments of 5,000 to 10,000 stu-
dents. In contrast, only twenty-four private institutions (1.6 per-
cent) had enrollments of 10,000 or more,and another fifty-seven (3.7
percent) had enrollments ranging between '5,000 and 10;000 students.

d. Enrollments'vary significantly by type of institution. Doctoral
institutions typically reported large enrollments, whereas liberal
arts colleges .and specialized institutions had relatively small en-
rollments.

e. Within each type, private institutions generally had somewhat suller
enrollments than did public institutions. The largest contrast is N-

with two-year colleges: Public two-year colleges ranged widely in
size, with almost one in five reporting 5,000 or more students. Pri-

,.

Vate two-year colleges were uniformly small, with1,000 or fewer stu-
dents.

Geographic Distribution

a, As would be expected, public institutions vary widely in location,
While private institutions show definite vographical clustering._
Private institutions show some concentration in the Middle Atlantic
region, for instance. (See Appendix B.

b. Within the private sector, certain types of institutions show some-
what different geographical distributions. Almost two in five pri-
vate doctoral and Liberal Arts I institutions are located in Middle
Atlantic states. In contrast, fewer private Liberal Arts II colleges
(12.6 percent) are found in Middle Atlantic states while a large
proportion (27,8 percent) are located in the Southeast%

c. Private institutions also show Some concentration In metropolitan
locations_; only 28.1 peccent of private institutions are located
Outside Metropolitan ar_as, viat -;.iii'either rural locations or
small cities and towns.-

d. Almost half of public institutions are located outside of metropoli-
tan areas.

e. Location varies by type among private institutions. Almost all pri-
vate doctoral,institutions are found in-metropolitan areas. In con-

trast, sizable proportions of private Liberal Arts I and II and pri-

vate two-year institutions are located outside of metropolitan areas.

§Reci_al Roles

a. Predominantly or historically black institutions presently constitute
only 3 percent of all higher ealaYion, including.both public and
private institutions. Most are publi': comprehensive or private Lib-
eral. Arts II institutions; a few are private Liberal Arts I colleges.

That is, outside of Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, as defined by
the U.S. Census.
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Predominantly black institutions thus make up 10 percent, 8 percent
and 4 percent, respectively, of these categories.

b. Single-sex institutions also accounted for a small segment, 9 percent
of higher education institutions. Most are found in the private sec-
tor. Institutions enrolling only men were mainly public and private
specialized institutions or private Liberal Arts 1 colleges. Men's

colleges represented 8.1 percent, 16.6 percent, and 7.1 percent, re-
spectively, of these categories.

c. Institutions enrolling only women appear in three main categories:
private Liberal rts I and II colleges and private two-year colleges.
They represented 24.8 percent, 12.6 percent, and 16.5 percent, respec-
tively, of these categories.

d. ReligloWy affiliated_ institutions are entirely.within the private
sector. Recent dati -Show that 16 percent of private institutions were
Roman CatholicHzffiliated, 28 percent were Protestant affiliated.

e. Under the Carnegie Classification, institutions offering religious
degrees exclusively and not offering a liberal arts degree are placed
in the "specialized" catiy as religious institutions. This class-
ification thus shows that one-fOurth of religiously affiliated insti-
tutions were theological seminaries or bible colleges; the others
were liberal arts colleges (62 percent) or comprehensive universities
or colleges (12 percent).

Academic Resources

Colleges are labor-intensive and heavily reliant on professional person-.

nel. Their primary resources lie in the qualifications and abilities of their

faculty. Largely in consequence, most academic personnel policies--including

tenure systems, sabbaticals, support for attendance at professional meetings,

and strictures that faculty hold doctoral degrees and engage in continuing

scholarly endeavors--are designed to establish and maintain high levels of fac-

ulty competence.

Institutions vary considerably, however, in the nature of their faculty,

both on conventional criteria such as was just mentioned, and on many other

characteristics as well. Indeed, as national data on faculty demonstrate, the

traditional model of scholarly faculty members actively.engaged in research

endeavors is closely approximated at only certain types of institutions.

These general points have been reflected in the work of Trow (1975),

Lipset and Ladd (1974), and others on the basis,of a 1969 study of college

faculty (Bayer, 1970). In this report, data from a largely comparable 1972-73

survey are utilized to show differences by type and control of institution in

in certain characteristics of the faculty.4

4The basic results of the 1972-73 faculty survey that provided the data for
this section (and for Section 4) were reported in Bayer (1973 ). All national

data cited in this section were taken from the Bayer report.

2 5
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Faculty Credentials

a. Nationally, only 45 percent of college facul y held a doctorate or
e-uivalent de ree in 1972-73. Another tenth reported they were WOrk-
ng toward completion of a doctorate degree.

b. Major differences appeared among institutional -types, ranging from
public and private two-ear colleges, where relatively few faculty
held the doctorate (9.8 and 14.9 percent, respectively) to public
specialized institutions, where 70 percent held the doctorate.

c. The other categories showing higher-than-average proportions of fac-
ulty with doctorate degrees included public doctoral .(61.1 percent),
private Liberal Arts I (55.7 percent), and'private doctoral (53.3
percent).

d. Relatively few faculty reported they were working.toward completion
_of their doctoral work. . :Somewhathigherthan,average- proportions
reported such status at comprehensive and Liberal Arts 11 institu-
tions.

Rank and Tenure Status

a. Nationally., about 50 percentof faculty held appointments as associ-
ate or full professors in 1972-73. Another 25 percent were asSiStant
profesors. Variation across institutions largely reflects differ-
ences in type rather than differences in control.

b. Relatively few faculty at two-year colleges held any professorial rank.
In contrast, 85 percent or more had such appointments at private
specialized (91 percent), public doctoral (87.7 percent), public com-
prehensive (87.5 percent), and public specialized (85.1 percent) in-
stitutions.

c. Nationally, 65 percent of faculty held tenured _ ointments in 1972-73.
The proportion was higher at public institutions 71.6 percent) than
at private institutions (56.1 percent), a difference found consis-
tently across institutional types.

Scholarly Involvement

a. Overall, 83 percent of faculty reported spending some time away from
campus in the last year for -rofessional activities. Only four in ten
were away for six days or more, however. Differences across institu-
tional categories appeared primarily according to institutional type.

A higher proportion of faculty at doctoral institutions (abdut six in
ten) had been away for six or more days for professional activities.
Lower proportions were reported at comprehensive and liberal arts
institutions (three or four in ten) and two-year colleges (about two
in ten).

About one-third of faculty reported that they spent nine or more
hours per week in research or scholarly writing. Nigher-than-average
proportions were found primarily among public and private doctoral
institutions (50.1 and 48.6 percent, respectively) and public spe-
cialized institutions (60.7 percent). Relatively low proportions
were reported at private two-year (6.5 percent), public two-year (7.2
percent)! private Liberal Arts 11 (12.6 percent), private compre-
hensive (18.8 percent), and private specialized (20.6 percent) insti-
tutions.

26
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d, About 45 percent of faculty reported having any ublications arti-
cles, books, etc.) in the previous two years. As with other indi-
cators of scholarly involveft*t, publit and private dattoral insti-
tutions showed the highest proportions (64.2 and 65.5 percent,
respectively). Lower publication rates were reported at other
types of institutions.

e.' Only one-quarter of faculty have ever taken a sabbatical. Institu-

tional variation was apparent. Higher-than-average proportions at
private specialized and Liberal Arts I colleges reported sabbaticals;
much lower proportions did so at two-year and public specialized
institutions.

f. About one out of three faculty members reported that they had fallen
.useriously_ behi.nd" in their fields of study. This response was .given
rather uniformly across typeS of-institutions.

Financialjlespurces-

As has been seen, insti 1.1 ions vary in the nature of their academic re-

sources primarily according to type, and much less frequently by sector.

Largely the reverse is true with financial resources, _Particularly regarding

sources of revenues, public and private institutions reported sharply differ-

ing financial profiles. Expenditure and student-aid patterns differed, but

less markedly.

Within the private sector, some important differences are found by type

of institution. Private Liberal Arts. II and two-year colleges both reported

much lower student charges than might have been expected for private inStitu-

tions. In fact, three-fourths of private two-year colleges (and 44 percent of

private Liberal Arts II colleges) charged less than $1,500 per year in tuition

and fees in 1972-73. Tuition dependence (defined here as having 70 percent or

more of total educational and general revenues derived 1 ly from tuition and

fees) provides another example. Significant reliance on uition was reported

in most categories, but private comprehensive institutions reported a much

higher figure than others: Fully 71.6 percent derived 70 percent or more of

their 1972-73 educational and general revenues from tuition.

As Figure 5 shows, private comprehensive instituW's as a type are exper-

iencing a particularly precarious financial situation: oey are highly reli-

ant on tuition and.fee revenues, and they also have relatively high student

charges.. A good many Liberal Arts I colleges apparently .are similarly vul-

nerable. In both categories, many institutions are highly dependent on tui-

tion income, but, because of already high student charges, they must either

try to absorb cost increases or risk losing much of their clientele through

2 7
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tuition increases. Yet their dependence on tuition income means that a minor

drop in enrollment levels could have a severe financial impact.

Figure 5 also suggests that some private Liberal Arts II colleges and

prfvate two-year colleges are under a different kind of tuition pressure.

Tuition levels may not be extremely htgh, but the clientele of these institu-

tions (see Section 3) includes many students from lower-income families. if

such institutions are to continue to serve their present clientele, they are

under pressure to resist increases in student charges.

These comparisons of aggregated data on tuition levels and tuition de-

pendence are tentative and would require more detailed analysis for clarifica-

tion of the experience of partiC'ular institutions. They nevertheless suggest

theAleed for further investigation of these and other combinations of finan-

cial characteristics.

Review of recent data on revenues shows that federal funds were an

important source of student aid revenues for both public and private institu-

tions.
5 State aid was more frequently reported by public institutions, endow-

ment and private funds were more frequently reported by private institutions.

Again, however, important differences appear among private institutions:

Approximately eight in ten of the doctoral and Liberal Arts I institutions

relied on endowment andprivate gifts as sources of student aid; much lower

proportions were reported by other private institutions.

The data, presented in Table A-1, were taken from the 1972-73 HEGIS survey

of Financial Statistics of Institutions.of Higher Education using the most

recent tape available at the time. The tape may be somewhat out of date as

the basis for any detailed analYsis of the present financial sta us of higher

education. For the descriptive purposes for which data are used here, to

characterize broad differences among institutions, they provide useful indica-

tors of important variations.

Specific differences are as follows:-

Student_a_agsn.

Data on tuition costs, as reported in the HEGIS survey for 1972-73,
show that, in addition to sector differences, private institutions
varied significantly across categories in their tuition and fees.
At doctoral, comprehensive, and Liberal Arts I categories, 90 per-
cent or more of institutions reported tuition costs exceeding $3,500

per year. However, only 56.2 percent-of Liberal Arts II colleges-

5The reader should note, however, that student aid represents only a small
proportion of total institutional current fund revenues.
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FIGURE 5

COMPARISON OF TUITION LEVELS AND TUITION DEPENDENCE AMONG PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS
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charged tuition of $1,500 or more in 1972-73. Only 25.6 percent of
private two-year colleges had sucticharges.

Tuition Dependence

Levels of tuition dependenbe varied markedly across institudons,
with sizable differences found among private institutions.6 In all,
42 percent of private institutions reported high levels of tuition
dependence; tbat is, they derived 70 percent or more of their total
educational and general revenues solely from tuition and fees.

Higher-than-average proportions were reported by private compre-
hensive (71.6 percent), private Liberal Arts I (52.5 percent), and
private two-year (45.5 percent) institutions.

Other Revenue Sources

a. -State a ip ro riations were the major source of revenue for public in-
stitutions. In contrast, only 16.2 percent of private institutions
reported any revenue from state sources in 1972-73. Within the pri-
vate sector, somewhat higher proportions of private doctoral and
comprehensive institutions reported receiving state funds.

b. Federal appropriations were reported as a revenue source by about
half of public inil3laions and by fewer (about one-fourth) of pri-
vate institutions. Highest proportions were reported by public two-
year (65.6 percent) and public dOctoral (49.5 percent) and lowest pro-
portions byjorivate Liberal Arts I (11.3 percent) and private compre-
hensive (19.9 percent) institutions.

c. Revenues for sponsored tnol were reported by about one in five
institutions, with little variation by sector. Differences were
largely found according to type of institution. Sponsored research
revenues were reported by nine out of ten doctoral institutions and
by seven in ten public specialized institutions. In contrast, about
four in ten :comprehensive or private Liberal Arts I colleges reported
revenues for sponsored research. Much lower proportions were re-
ported by private two-year (1.7 percent), public two-year (3.9 per-
cent), private Liberal Arts II (11.5 percent), and private special-
ized (13.1 percent) institutions.

d. Private gifts provided revenue for only one in ten public institu-
tiOns but for almost nine in ten private institutions. Somewhat fewer
private two-year colleges, seven in ten, reported any revenues from
private gifts. Among public institutions, more than three in ten
doctoral and specialized institutions reported revenues from private
gifts.

Endowment revenue was reported by 57-.1 percent of all private insti-
tutions. Wich higher proportions were reported by two types: pri-

vate doctoral and private Liberal Arts I colleges (92.4 and 89.4 per-
cent, respectively). Low proportions of:endowment revenues were
reported by all categories of public institutions and by private two-
year colleges.

6-
-It should be remembered these these data are taken from the 1972-73 HEGIS file.
More recent data--showing medians for tuition-and-fee revenues as a percentage
of total educational and general revenues per'FTE student--are available in
Lanier and Andersen (1975) for 1973-74 and 1974-75 (estimates
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Ex enditures for Instruction and De artmental Research

a. About half of public institutions, but only one-fourth of private
institutions, reported that half or more of their total educational
and general expenditures were spent on instruction and departmental
research.7 High proportions were found among public two-year (64.8
percent) and public comprehensive (61.2 percent) institutions.

b. Instruction and departmental research expenditures, calculated on a
per-student basis, show that four in ten public institutions, but
six in ten private institutions, expended $800 or more per'student
on instruction. High proportions were found among private Liberal
Arts I_(92.9 percent), private doctoral (89.4_percent), public doc-
toral (88.3 percent ), and public specialized (88 percent ) institutions.

Other_Expenditures

a. in general, only one in ten institutions spent more than $100/FTE
student on Iponsered research. Doctoral institutions, both public
and private, were significant exceptions: Three out of four re-
ported this level of research expenditures.

Library_expenditures of more than $100/FTE student were reported in
1972-73 by 20 percent of pubfic institutions and by 50 percent of
private _institutions. High proportions were found at private Liberal
Arts I (82.3 percent) and private doctoral (77.3 percent ) institutions.

Expenditures for the institution's physicel p]pt exceeded $200/FTE
at 27.5 percent of public institutions and at tWo-thirds of private
institutions. The overall figure for public institutions is some-
what misleading; a very low proportion was reported by public two-
year colleges but., in other public categories, higher levels of
physical plant expenditures were reported.

Among private institutions, 93.6 percent of private Liberal Arts
colleges reported physical plant expenditures of more than $200/stu-
dent.

Sources of Student Aid

a. In 1972-73, federal funds were the most prevalent source of student
aid revenues used by institutions. In almost all institutional
categories, seven or eight in ten institutions reported some amount
of federal student aid funds. Federal student aid was reported
less frequently by two categories of private institutions: private
two-year (55.8 percent) and private specialized (34.8 percent

-b. A significant proportion of both public and priVate institutions
derived half or more of thejr total student aVid revenues from fed-
eral sou-r'Ci. Such -heavy reliance on -federal aid was reported
ETthe'follawing proportions of institutions: public comprehensive
(57.4 percent), public two-year (55 percent), public doctoral (50.4
percent), public specialized (49.9 percent), and private Liberal

. Arts II (43.2 percent).

C. State sources of student aid were reported by 50 percent of public
addfora4 and comprehensive institutions,:but by only a third or

7
More recent data have been reported in Lanier and Andersen (1975).
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fewer institutions of other types.
8

Very low proportions citing
state student aid were: private specialized (11.2 percent), pri-
vate two-year (17.7 percent), and private Liberal Arts II (21.4 per-
cent) institutions.

.

d. Prili_2ILLL accounted for some student aid revenues at about half
of. institutions. High figures, about eight in ten, were -round among
public and private doctoral institutions and private Liberal Arts I
institutions.

e. Endowment served as a source of student-aid revenue at 17 percent
ot public institutions and at 41 percent of private institutions.
Responses varied across private institutions, with eight in ten at
doctoral and Liberal Arts I colleges, six in ten at comprehensive
institutions, four in ten at Liberal Arts II collegeA, and about one
in ten at private two-year colleges. Among public ilistitutions,
fully six in ten doctoral institutions reported that some amount of
student aid reveniles came from endowment funds.-

Total Student Aid. Per Student

a. In general, only a small proportion of institutions reported receiv-
ing more than $400/FTE student in student aid revenues. Such amounts
were repOrted almost entirely by a few categories of private insti-
tutions.

Total student aid ex enditures of more than $400/FTE student were
reported bY One out of five private institutiOns-: For two categor-
ies-private doctoral and Liberal Arts I institutions--such student
aid levels were reported by 50 percent of institutions.

A comparison of the two figures--revenues per student and expendi-
tures per student--reveals a consistent excess in spending. In

every category, the proportion with his level of per-student ex-
penditures exceeded per-student revenues. ,The difference was
greatest among private doctoral and private. Liberal Arts I institu-
tions. This is an indirect measure, apparently, of the use of gen-
eral funds by institutions to augment student aid revenues. Another
approach to the same problem, a calculation of "student aid defi-
cits," is found in Lanier and Andersen (1975).

8A special survey by ACE's Higher Education Panel (Atelsek and Gomberg,1975)
provides recent data on state and other sources of student aid revenues, al-
though not according to Carnegie categories.



DIFFERENCES IN STUDENT CLIENTELE

Differences in insti -utional character provide one important facet of

diversity in higher education; another is based oa_the multiple purposes, n-

terests, and abilities of college students. Ideally, these two forms of

diversity would be complementary: Students with particular needs or inter-

ests would be able to attend the institutions best suited to their prefer-

ence. Some students would choose to attend college at institutions with-

strong graduate programs, while others would benefit most from the friendly

atmosphere and small scale of certain liberal arts colleges; still others

would prefer the practical emphasis offered by technical institutes or busi-

ness schools.

This- section reviews a number of differences in the characterisAcs and

educational plans of a recent cohort of freshmen (Tables A-4 and A-5). Par-

ental income and education, intended coilege majors, long-term degree plans,

and high school grades are wrong the variables reviewed. Other variables

focus on ways that college students expect to support the costs of their col-

lege education: Likely amounts of finanCial support expected from several

different sources are examined along with data on student levels of concern

about college costs, plans to work at an outside job while in college, and

the extent of financial independence among freshmen. In almost all instances,

data are taken from the ACE/UCLA survey of freshmen entering college for full-

time study in the fall of 1974 (Astin et al., 1974).

These data undoubtedly document many well-known patterns of diversity

among college students. The primary purpose is to highlight thesignificant

degree to which student populations differ across institutions.

In the following pages, freshman characteristics are discussed according

to background characteristicsi academic plans and interests, and sourcesof

support for college study. For each a general commentary is followed by spe-

cific highlights.

pground_ Characteristics

Theyrivate'sector of higher education is conventionally thought to be

highly selective and elitist, enrolling motivated, high-achieving students

from affluent and privileged family backgrounds. The public sector, in con-

trast, is thought to be directed in great measure toward lower- to middle-
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income students from blue-collar and disadvantaged backgrounds. The data

presented_ in Table A-4 suggest that the actual pattern is not so clear-cut.

Four pertinent chdracteristics are reviewed: average high Sdhool grades,

family income, race, and educational level of parents. On each, there is

considerable variation across institutional type: variation that is larger

and more significant than differences by sector.

The "selective" image applies primarily to two institutional types--pri-

vate doctoral and Liberal Arts I institutions--which, together, make up only

14 percent of the private sector (see Table 1). For other private institu-

tions, much greater heterogeneity of student background can be seen. In fact,

the income profiles of two private categories--Liberal Arts II and two-year

institutions--are largely similar to those of public two-year colleges and

public comprehensive institutions. For all four categories, between 28 and

30 percent of students are from lower-income families, while 23 to 31 percent

are from relatively affluent homes. This similarity in the characteristics

of students at certMn types of public and private colleges was also found by

Astin and Lee (1972) in their study of "invisible colleges."

Much the same pattern can be seen with the data on parental education.

At public comprehensive colleges and public and private two-year colleges,

approximately 50 percent of-students reported that neither parent had attended

college.

Another characteristic being reviewed--whether students are from the

same state in which the institution they are attending is locateddocuments a

notable difference between the public and private sector. The'data, taken

from a special survey conducted by the National Center for Education Statis-

tics in 1972, apply to all enrolled Students and not Just to freshmen.1 They

show wide differences between public and private institutions, both as a whole

and within particular types of institutions.

Specific differences are as follows:

Home State of Student.

a. Data on the :home state of students relative to the state in which
they attend college, taken from a special survey file on residence
and migration patterns of college students, show marked variation
between public and private sectors. In 1972, more than 90 percent
of public_institutions reported that the great majority of their
students (70 percent or more ) resided within the same state as the

1 Data have been tabulated from the tape files of a survey on "Residence and
Migration of College-Students, 1972," which was conducted by the National
Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Office of Education.
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institution. In contrast, only 43.1 percent of private institutions
reported such a predominance of students from within the same state.

Compared by category, institutions range widely on this characteris-
tic. Categories with the highest proportions of institutions report-
ing that 70 percent or more of students were from within the same
state included public comprehensive (97.2 percent), public two-year
(90.5 percent), and public doctoral (88.2 percent) institutions.

c. Categories in which relatively few institutions had such high propor-
tions of students from within the same state included private Liberal
Arts 1 (21.9 percent), private doctoral 31.8 percent), and private
specialized (34.2 percent) institutions.

Urban/Rural Origins

Data from a national survey of 1968 freshmen provide some evidence on
the type of setting in which students were reared. National data
show that about four out of ten freshmen grew up in large cities or
their suburbs, about one-third grew up in moderate-sized towns or
cities, and about one-fourth grew up in small towns or on a farm.

b. Only certain categories of public and private institutions differed
on this characteristic of their student populations. Thus, among
doctoral and comprehensive institutions, private institutions had a
somewhat greater proportion of freshmen from large metropolitan areas
-(large cities or their suburbs) and a smaller proportion from rural
backgrounds.

c. Compared according to type, it can be seen that private doctoral and
private Liberal Arts 1 institutions reported the highest proportions
of students from metropolitan areas. Two-year colleges '(public and
private), public comprehensive, and private Liberal Arts II institu-
tions reported the lowest percentages of students from such large
urban backgrounds.

High School Grades

a. Nationally, 38 percent of 1974 freshmen reported high school grade
averaoes of_0+ or better.2 Private institutions reported a higher
percentig-ii--(49.5 percent) than did public institutions (33.7 per-
cent). A much higher proportion of students reported such averages
at two types of institutions: private doctoral (76.1 percent) and
private Liberal Arts 1 (64.7 percent) institutions.

in contrast, public and private two-year colleges enrolled students
with lower grades, typicallyll or C averages.

For other institutions, responses fell between these two extremes.
For public doctoral and private comprehensive institutions about 50
percent of students earned averages of B-1- or better.

Parental income

a. Overall, about one-quarter of 1974 college freshmen reported annual
family incomes of less_thADAIDAEL Public-private differences
were slight (5-percent).

2
This figure and all other national figures for freshman are taken from Astin
et al. (1974).
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Institutions with higher-than-average proportions of such students
included public two-year (30_percent), private two-year (29.6 per-
cent), public comprehensive (27.9 percent), and private Liberal

Arts II (27.6 percent).

c. About 30 percent of freshmen nationally reported family incomes above
$20,000 per year._ Higher-than-average proportions were reported by_
private doctoral (55 percent), private Liberal Arts I (49.1 percent),
private comprehensive (41.4 percent), and public doctoral (35.3 per-
cent) institutions.

.Education Level of Parents

a. About four in ten college freshmen came from families in which neither
parent_had attended_coll. The proportion for public institutions
waS 50:5 Odr-dent; -for private institutions, the figure was lower,
34.6 percent.

b. Institutions with higher proportions of such "first-generation" stu-
dents includei public specialized (63.9 percent), public two-year
(58 percent), private two-year (51 percent ), and public comprehensive
(49.9 percent).

c. In contrast, only two in ten students had such family backgrounds at
private doctoral (23.2 percent) and private Liberal Arts I (22.5 per-

cent) institutions.

Racial Rackground

a. According to national norms, black students constituted 7.4 p -rcent
of all full-time freshmen in 1474. There was no publi,c-private dif-

ference on this figure.'

b. Institutional categories with higher proportions of black students
included private Liberal Arts II (14.4 percent), public comprehensive
(13.7 percent), and public specialized (10.1 percent). The first two

of these categories include a good number of historically black in-
stitutions (see section 2).

c. Lower-than-average proportions appeared for certain institutional
categories but, because of the small numbers involved, these estimates
cannot be considered definitive.

Sex Compositjon

a. In general, college student populations display an approximate bal-
ance of men and women students, but considerable variation can be

seen_among institutional types. High proportions of males were re-
ported at public specialized (88.3 percent), private specialized
(7.6.2 percent), private doctoral (58.9 percent), and public two-year
(54 percent) institutions. For the first two categories, 8.1 and
16.6 percent of institutions, respectively, admit only men students
(see section 2).

b. High proportions of women students were reported at private two-year
(60.8 percent), private Liberal Arts II (56 percent), and public
comprehensive (54.5 percent) institutions. The first two categories
include 16.5 and 12.6 percent of institutions, respectively, that ad-.
mit. women students only (see section 2).
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Academic Plans and interests

In this section, attention is given to four topics: intended living ar-

rangements while enrolled in college; probable major field of study; long-

term degree plans; and factors considered important by freshmen in making

their eventual career choices (see Table A-5). Apart from the residential

versus commuting issue (campus housing or living with parents or relatives be-

ing the customary options), the topics cover quite tentative areas of thinking

for college freshmen: Most will later change their choice,of major; many will

not attain the ambitious degree plans they cited as freshmen; and later exper-

iences will undoubtedly influence their eventual choices of career occupations

(Astin and Bisconti, 1973).

The data nevertheless provide important indicators of differing student

interests and, for purposes of this report, document a number of significant

institutional differences. From an institution's perspective, an overall pro-

fire of student interests can be very important. Recent indications of de-

clining interest in liberal arts study and increasing interest in law and

Other professional fields are salient examples. Both changes can and have

-markedly affected institutional program offerings.

Public and private sectors of higher education are thought to vary con-

siderably on each of the student "choice" factors under review here. The

data tend to support that view, but also demonstrate that evidence of "sector"'

variation can be misleading. Summary figures (for example, all private insti-

tutions or all public institutions) typically convey an image of consistent

.variation throughout the sector. Yet, more often than not, only one or two

institutional categories were distinctive on each of these student choice

topics and accounted for most of the variation in the .aggregated figures.

Regarding living arrangements, for instance, "-sector" variation appears

'quite large, but it is heavily accounted for by a very low proportion of resi-

Aential students at public two-year colleges. Otherwise, even at private two-

year colleges, the great majority of students intended to live on campus dur-

ing their first year of college. A similar pattern of distinctive types

(rather than consistent sector variation) appears for choices of liberal arts

fields, for hopes of earning master's or doctoral degrees, and for a strong

valuation being placed on "being helpful to others" when choosing a career.

Data on intended choice of major were organized into the three broad

categories of liberal arts, sciences, and career fields. In this form, data
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provide some insights on possible institutional vulnerability if broad trends

of declining interest in liberal arts study were to continue. The category

of career fields included agriculture and forestry, business, education, en-

gineering, health professions, and other technical fields. As compared with

other baccalaureate-level fields of study, these fields were thought to be

career-related; that is, as primarily serving as preparation for a specific

career occupation.

With data organized in such a way, the pattern for liberal arts and voca-

tional choices by college freshmen is not as dichotomous as is sometimes as-

sumed. Career-related choices were more often mentioned by freshmen at public

institutions than at private institutions, but the overall difference was

small: Five in ten freshmen at public institutions cited career fields, while

four in ten did so at private institutions. Only two categories of private

institutions (doctoral and Liberal Arts 1) reported low proportitms of career-

related majors; both have high proportions of students planning graduate study.

For most other institutional types, public or private, roughly half of all stu-

dents reported probable majors in career-related fields.

Other differentes are as follows:

Plans to Live.on_Campus

a. Nationally, about 50 percent of freshmen expected to live in college
housing during their first year of college.

b. Students at public and private institutions differed markedly in
this expectation (41.6 versus 79.4 percent, respectively), but most
of this differential is accounted for by differences at two-year
colleges. Barely one out of ten students enrolled at public two-
year colleges expected to live in college housing; ih sharp contrast,
70 percent of students at private two-year colleges expected to do so.

c. For other institutions, there was little variation by sector but some
variation by type. The highest proportions of residential students
were reported by liberal arts colleges (93.7 and 83.8 percent for
Liberal Arts 1 and 11 colleges, respectively). Slightly lower fig-
ures were reported by private doctoral (80.9 percent), public doc-
toral (76.2 percent), private comprehensive (69.9 percent), and
public comprehensive (66.2 percent) institutions.

Probable Fields of Study

a. National figures show that, in 1974, 43 percent of all freshmen ex-
pected to major in liberal arts subjects, and another. 9 percent
chose science majors. Close to half (48 percent) chose a variety
of more career-related fields.

b. Overall differences between the public and private sector indicate
a greater preference for career fields at public institutions 0.7

3.9
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percent) than at private institutions (39,4 percen ). Conversely,
slightly higher proportions chose liberal arts and science majors
at private institutions.

c. The sector difference on liberal arts preference is heavily influ-
enced by freshman responses at bile institutional type, the private
liberal arts colleges. At these institutions, about half of the
freshmen indicated liberal arts choices.

cL At most other:types of institutions, about four in ten students re-
ported liberal arts majors. This pattern .can be seen for twotyear
colleges, public and private, as well as for doctoral and compre-
hensive institutions.

e. An exception is found with "specialized" institutions, where stu-
dents are enrolled almost exclusively for career-oriented study. The
small proportion reported in the liberal arts category at these in-
stitutions may actually reflect concentration in arts or religion.

Interest in science fields was strongest at private doctoral (22.5
percent), private Liberal Arts I (22.1 percent), private compre7
hensive (15.7 percent), and public doctoral (12.4 percent) insti
tions.

The highest proportion of career7related._c_hoices appeared at spe-
cialized institutions. Neit, in Order, were two-year colleges,
both public and private, where more than five in ten students cho!le
career fields. Close to half of all students chose such fields_at
the following institutions: public comprehensive (53.8 percent),
public doctoral (48.3 percent), private comprehensive (46.6 percent),
and private Liberal Arts II (42.5 percent). Low proportions were
reported at only two types of institutions: private doctoral 33.6
percent) and private Liberal Arts I (23.4 percent).

Long-Term Degree Plans.

a. Overall, 12 percent of 1974 college freshmen hoped to earn rofes-
sional degrees (7.5 percent in medicine and 4.4 percent in law_
Another 36 percent hoped to complete other graduate degrees (27.1
percent on the master's level and 8.5 percent on the doctoral level).

b. Public and private institutions differed rather consistently on pro-
fessional degree plans, both on the whole (9.7 versus 19.4 percent,
respectively) and across institutional types. Very high proportions
were reported at private doctoral (33.9 percent), private Liberal
Arts I (27 percent), and private comprehensive (19.7 percent) insti-
tutions.

c. Plans to earn master's or doctoral de rees varied relatively little
across institutional types. .Except for two-year colleges (where
about one-fourth hoped to earn graduate degrees), most institutions
reported that four in ten freshmen cited long-term plans for com-
pleting master's or doctoral study.

Factors in Lon -Term Career Choice

a. Nationally, about six out of ten college freshmen reported in 1974
that "being helpful to others" was a very important factor in their
choice of career. Just under half considered another altruistic
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goal--making a contribution to society--to be a very important
decision factor. On both, a public-private difference was evi-
dent: Somewhat higher proportions of students at private insti-
tutions chosethese goals.

Regarding "helpfulness to others," most variation is accounted for
by two types of institutions., Private Liberal Arts II colleges
showed the highest proportion of students considering this an im-
portant factor (72.3 percent); many of these institutions are re-
ligiously affiliated. Public specialized institutions showed a very
low figure, 39.8 percent. For most other institutional types, pub-
lic and private, about six out of ten students ranked this as a very
.important factor.

c. "Making_ a.contributioft to s2s1ply:' was considered important by about
one-third of-fresliMen at public two7year (39.4 percent), private spe-
cialized (36.4 percent),'and public specialized (34.3 percent) insti-
tutions. Higher-than-average proportions chose this factor at sev-
eral types of private institutions, including private doCtoral (58.4
percent), private Liberal Arts II (58.4 percent), and private Liberal
Arts I (56.5 Percent).

d. Another possible factor--the chance to work with ideaswas chosen
nationally -by 44.1 percent of calege-freShMen, with only slight
overall public-private differences (42.8 versus 48 percent, respec-
tively). Students at two-year colleges, public and private, were
less likely to choose this factor, whereas students at private doc-
toral and Liberal Arts I colleges were more likely to consider it
important in career choice.

e. The availa_b_flity_ofjckskalalwas rated as a .very important fac-
tor in career choice by close to half of all college freshMen (46.8
percent) in fall 1974. Overall differences between public and pri-
vate institutions were small (48.1 versus 42.3-percent, respectivelY).

f. Lower-than-average proportions reported this goal at two types of

. private institutions: private liberal arts I (33.7 percent) and

private doctoralA38.9 percent). Except for public specialized in-
stitutions (with a higher proportion, 55.1 percent), other institu-
tional types reported a figure closer-to-the overall average.

Sources of Svport.for Study

This part reviews some data on student financial arrangements, as reported

by entering college freshmen in 1974. The extent of their financial indepen-

dence, concern about financing college, and expectations about pari-timp em-

ployment are examined. Likely student reliance on a number of potential

sources of financial support, including private, state, and federal assistance,

is also reviewed.

Certain differences between students-at public and private institutions

are documented in Table A-5, Public institutions, particularly public two-

year colleges, enrolled a greater proportion of financially independent stu-

-dents -and students who expected to beworking part-time-while-enrolled. At

41
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private institutions, somewhatlarger percentages of-students reported pri-

vate scholarship support and plans to rely on family fimaiwial assistance.

The similarities across types of institutions seem to outweigh any di

ferences. Most students expected to work part time while in college, and

most expressed.some concern about their ability to finance their college edu-

cation. Only small proportions of students it any type of institution re-

ceived financial assistance in the form of private scholarships, Basic Educa-

tional Opportunity Grants, College Work-Study aid, or state scholarships and

grants.

Specific responses are highlighted below:

Financial independence.

a. Nationally, 18.2 percent of full-time college freshmen reported that
they were financially independent of their parents in fall 1974.
Financial independence was more frequently reported by students at
public. institutions (19.1 percent) than at private institutions (11.7.
percent). This difference was consistent across varying types of
institutions.

b. The lowest proportions of financial independence were found at insti-
tutions with relatively affluent students (see p. 25) These included
private doctoral (6.1 percent), private Liberal Arts I (9 percent),
and private comprehensive 9.9 percent) institutions.

c. Public two-year Colleges showed a higher-than-average proportion,
with 25 percent of students reporting financial independence.

_Evectations About Working While in College

a, Overall, about two-thirds of 1974 freshmen expected to hold a job
while they were enrolled in college. At public institutions, seven
in ten entering students held this expectation; at private institu-
tions, six in ten expected to work.

At public two-year _colleges, fully 76 percent of freshmen expected to
work while enrolled:- ThiS high figure accounts for much of the over-

-all difference between sectors. Quite small public-private differ-
ences appear for other institutional types.

Concern About Financing College

a. Nationally, 61 percent of 1974 freshmen expressed at least some con-
cern about their ability to finance their college education. Re-
sponses did not vary significantly by type of institution.

b. A minor exception was a slightly decreased proportion, 58.7 percent,
reported by freshmen at public two-year colleges; three-quarters of

, these students had expected to work while in college.

§Liagq_ELM_ENEilLE_gia_DEILWITIL

a. Most freshmen (80.4 percent) expected some financial help froM their
arentS or family in meeting college expenses. Stu-de-FAS at pri-vate

institutions more- often reported this expectation, and in larger

A_ 9



dollar amounts, than did students at public institutions. Overall,
70.3 percent of students at Private colleges expected family as-
sistance of $500_ or more to meet first-year college exPenSes. The

comparable figure for public institutions was 46.2. percent.

Institutions where the highest proportion of students expected $500
or more from their families included private doctoral (81.1 percent),
private Liberal Arts I (78.2 percent), and private comprehensive
(71.5 percent). Students at public two-year colleges reported the
lowest level of family aid: Only 30.3 percent expected to receive
$500 or more from their families during the first year.

c. Seventy percent of college freshmen expected to earn money toward
college expenses from pEtzt'kTLJErslaReat. One-fourth expected to
earn more than $500 for their first-year expenses in this manner.
Notable here, and paralleling the evidence in part-time work expec-
tations (see p. 30), the data-Show little variatiop across types of
institutions. The primary difference is a greater expectation of
earning $500 or more voiced by.students.at private doctoral and
private comprehensive institutions.

Support. from Private Scholarships_

a. Nationally, only 19.7 percent of college freshmen held privately ar
locally-sponsored scholarships during fall 1974. Students at pri-
vate institutions were consistently more likely to hold such scholar-
ships (16.2 percent for public institutions, 32.8,percent for private
institutioni). A similar differential appears within each institu-
tional type.

b. Most private scholarships were apparently small in size. Only 8 per-
cent of students expected as much as $500 toward first-year expenses
from private or local schclarships. Somewhat higher proportions were
reported by private doctoral (25.5 percent), private Liberal Arts 11
(20.7 percent), private Liberal Arts I (20 percent), and private com-
prehensive (10 percent) institutions.

Support:From State SclissiLLIIi_on_Grants

a. Among 1974 college freshmen,.18.9 percent received some amount TF di7
rect financial assistance_from_stater_scholarglin. A small

differenCe appears between publ-k-and privatelpstitutions: While
16.8 percent at public institutions received such aid, 26.7 percent
reported such aid at private institutions.

b. State support was expected to account for $500 or more of first-year
college expenses by 19.7 percent of private college freshmen. Fewer
public college freshmen--5.6 percent--expected this amount of state
aid. The same pattern appears within institutional types.

Support_from Basic Educational 0 ortunit Grants

a. Nationally, 25 percent of college freshmen said they received Basit'w
Educational Opportkity Grants in 1974. A slightly smaller per-
centage reported grants at public institutions (23.6 percent) than at
private institutions (30.5 percent).

b. Public-private differentials generally do not appear within institu-
tional types, however. The Only exceptions are two-year colleges
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(where a high proportion, 35.3 percent, of private two-year college
students reported BEOG's) and specialized institutions (where a low
proportion, 13,1 percent reported *BEOGis at public specialized in-
stitutions).

c. The institutions reporting the highest levels of BEOG awards included
private Liberal Arts II (38,5 percent), private two-year (35.3 per-
cent), private comprehensive (27.6 percent), and public comprehensive ,

(26.8 percent).

Support from Collev_Work7Study

a. Nationally, only 12.5 percent of college freshmen expected that the
College Work-Study program would be a source of financial support for
their first year of College study. At public institutions, only 10
percent expected such support; the comparable figure at private in-
stitutions was 21 percent.

b. Several types of private institutions reported slightly higher-than-
average proportions of students expecting Work-Study assistance.
They included private Liberal Arts II (27.6 percent)- private Liberal
Arts I (25 percent), and private two-year (23.8 percent

4 4



DIFFERENCES IN ACADEMIC CHARACTER

nstitutions of higher education differ tremendously in the nature-of

their students and faculty, and in the financial resources they devote to

their educational programs. They differ in many other ways, too, and particu-

larly in terms of their academic "environment" or climate. Pace, Stern, Astin,
_-

and others have contributed greatly to an understanding of the significant var-

iations that exist among institutions in the type of social and intellectual

setting they provide for students.

This section provides an exploration of several potential sources of

diversity in the academic character of public and private institutions. Rela-

tively little attention has been given to data on student perceptions of col-

lege in view of the substantial body of valuable research evidence already

available on that subject (Feldman and Newcomb, 1969). Rather, an attempt was

made to explore other indicators, especially certain attributes of college

facUlty members-who presumably have direct influence on the academic program

and style of each institution (Bayer, 1975). Thicapproach may yield a better

understanding of the specifically academic character of institutions that

would supplement what is already known abotit peer environments.

Most of the data for the analysis are based on the national survey of

college faculty conducted by the Anerican Council on Education in 1972-73

(Bayer,1973).. A variety of information provided by faculty members is ex-

amined, including relative faculty emphasis on certain teaching fieldsA)r on

graduate students,.concern for the personal developmentof students, vocational

or research orientation, and modes of student-faculty interaction. Many other

topics might also have been included. Those that have been chosen nevertheless

document important differences among institutions on several dimensions,of

faculty behavior. Indeed, quite distinctive styles of academic life can be

observed. _

For purposes of this analysis (Table A-6), the survey dateon faculty

were aggregated for each institution and then summarized according to

Carnegie categories.1 Within each category-, differences between faculty at

It should be noted.that religious institutions seminaries and bible col-
legesY were not included in the faculty survey; thus, the data on private
specialized institutions (which in section 3 had included religious schools)
are based primarily on technical, business, and preessional (medical,

health, law ) schools in this section.
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public institutions and at private institutions are reviewed in some detail.

Because all data.represent statistical estimates, they must be interpreted

with some caution, particularly in small categories.

The faculty data provide the primary source of information on the aca-

demic character of institutions,. A few additional items of information are

taken from student_reports about their actual experiences at college. The

student reports were provided by a 1972 survey of college seniors or, more

precisely, a follow-up survey of the freshman class of 1968. Evaluations-of

the college experience and reports on leadership experiences are based on the

responses given by the 1968 freshmen.

Table A-6 summarizes the data being compared for,evidence of diversity

in the academic character of institutions. Differences across types of in-

stitutions will be discussed according to (1) program emphasis, (2) opportuni-

ties for leadership experiences, and (3) orientation toward students. For

each, general comments are followed by a series of specific highlights.

Pro ram Em hasis

Several items ln the faculty survey provide useful indicatOrs of the na-

ture of the educational programs and academic "climate" of institutions. In-

stitutional types can be distinguished by faculty teaching field, vocational

and research goals, current research adtivity, and time spent on introduc-

tory and graduate-level courses.

Differences between the pu-blic and private sector are based primarily on

vocational and research emphasisk however, distinctiveness among particular

types of institutions remains the prime explanatory factor.. Thus, two-year

and specialized insti utions had the greatest vocational emphasis, doctoral

institutions reported the most research activity, and Liberal Arts I colleges

reported the greatest emphasis on teaching in :liberal arts disciplines. As

with other data, such difference by type largely account for any so-called

sector differences.

At the time of the faculty survey (1972-73), a majority of facul y held

teaching appointments in liberal arts fields. Nevertheless, about 75 percent

at,most types of institutions considered it an important institutional pur-

pose that students be prepared for employment after college.

Views on research purposes of the institution were more diverse. At

most types of institutions, only small proportions considered research prepa

ation important. In contrast, greater emphasis'on research preparation was

4 6
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expressed at doctoral institutions. Doctoral institutions were also the

most distinctive locus of research funds and had the highest proportion of

faculty that were teaching graduate students.

Other differences are as follows:

Teaching Fields

a. Nationally, about half,,of college faculty held appointments in lib-
-eral arts disciplines.4 One-fifth were in science fields, while 31
percent had teaching fields that were career-related (education,
business, etc.). Differences between public and private institu-__
tions were small.

b. Several important differences were found according to type
stitution. For instance:

Private Liberal Arts I institutions had the highest proportion of
faculty with liberal arts teaching fields (66.5 percent).

Private specialized institutions ha& a high progortion of faculty
in science fields (30.5 percent) and in qareerlrelated fields
(50.-2 percent).

Public specialized institutions had very few faculty in science
fields (6.7 percent) but a. high proportion (61.4 percent) in
career fields_ .

c. Institutions wfth high proportions of faculty in career fields ih-
cluded public specialized (61.4 percent), private spedalized (50.2
percent), public doctoral (37.6 percent),, and private doCtoral (37.4
percent

Vocationalism

a. Faculty responses on two possible educational goals--preparim stu-
dents for employment after college and providing skilled human re-
sources for the local community--document several differences among
institutions on vocational emphasis. Nationally, 74.3 percent of
faculty agreed that the first goa1, atartaa_quciffILLfqr_tmpl2y:
ment, was,,very important for their institution. Agreement at public
lic institutions was higher (78.9 percent) than at private institu-
tions (64.8 percent). This sector difference is influenced in part
by very high levels of agreement at three types of institutions:

'public specialized (97 percent), public two-year (89.2 percent), and
public comprehensive (79.9 percent). Conversely, there was a very
low level of agreement at private Liberal Arts I colleges (41.2 per-
cent). Among other private, institutions, levels of agreement.were
generally quite high: private specialized (91.8 percent), private
two-year (75.3 percent), private comprehensive (73.6 percent), and
private Liberal Arts II (69.9 percent).

b. The goal of providing.skilled human.resources for the local commun-
ity was considered more.important at public institutions than at
private institutions (68.1 percent versus 53.3 percent, respectively).

2
-For,purposes here, liberal arts included humanities, fine arts, social sci-
ences including psychology), and a miscellaneous category of "other" fields.

47
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The lowest level of agreement was found at private Liberal Arts I

colleges (32.2 percent). Higher-than-average proportions were

found at public two-year (86.5 percent), public specialized (75 per-

cent), public comprehensive (55.8 percent), and private two-year
(65.5 percent) institutions. In other institutional categories,

five or six in ten faculty members cOnsidered this an important insti-

tutional purpose.'

Research Orientation.

a. Nationally, 35 percent of college faculty considered it important to
develop in students_ theiLitx_tcl_pursue research. Faculty agree-

ment about this goal was higher at private institutions (40.6 percent)

than at public institutions (32.5 percent).,

Differences by institutional type were important, reflecting higher-

than-average.agreement in only three categories of institutions:
private doctOral (62.9 percent), public doctoral (44.2 percent), and

Private Liberal Arts I (43.6 percent). For most other types of in-

stitutions, only about two or three in ten faculty members supported
this goal for their institution.

c. Actual use of research funds tends to be concentrated among doctoral
institutions. Nationally, only 12-percent_of college faculty.re-
ported that they were recipients of federal_research,funds; figures

were higher at doctoral institutions 22 percent and generally much

lower (5 percent or less) at other types of institutions.

d. A largely similar pattern exists with regard to institutional or de-

artmental research funds. Such funds were most often-reported a

public and 'private dobtoral institutions (18.9 and 13 percent re-

spectively) and much less often at comprehensive, Liberal Arts Ili=

or two-year institutions.

e. Faculty at specialized institutions and private Liberal Arts,1 col-

leges were somewhat more likely to have institutional or-departmen-

tal research funds than federal research funds.

Introductory and Graduate Offerilm

a. National figures indicate that nine in ten faculty had responsi-

bilities for under-raduate teachin There was little or no differ-

ence between Oblic and private sectors on this characteristic.
Across institutional types, however, slightly lower proportions were

reported at doctoral institutions (public and private ) and higher

proportions at two-year colleges (public and .private ). -
,-

b Nationally, about three-quarters of faculty reported classrooM Con-

tact with orOuate. students. Responses varied considerably on this

characteristic. fligher-theii-average proportions were reported by,

:public doctoral (89.9 percent), private doctoral (89.4 percent),
public specialized (81.9 percent), and public comprehensive (76.7

percent) institutions. Low proportions were,reported at tworyear

colleges and at private specialized (41.2 percent),_private Liberal
Arts II (31.1 percent), and private Liberal Arts I (30.4 percent)

institutions. 4 8
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Opportunities for Leadershtp Experience

Data from the 1972 survey of college seniors included student responses

about experiences they had while in college.3 A variety of possible social,

academic, and aesthetio activities were covered. Two of these focused on cam-

pus leadership experiences: holding student office and serving on a student-

faculty committee. Three others-4Jorking on a college newspaper or magazine,

working on a college political campaign and joining a fraternity, sorority,

or other clubreflect other forms of social participation experiences.

Taken together, data on these five experiences reaffirm the view that certain

types of institutions provide greater opportunities for formal social involve-

ments than do others (FeldMan and Newcomb, 1969).

Nationally, a relatively small proportion of students reported such ex-

Periences. Among them, a small but consistent differential appears, with

higher responses at private institutions and, most particularly, at private

liberal arts colleges.

Specific points of difference areHas followS:

Holding Student Office

a. In general, about 15 percent of college seniors had held SoMP stu-
dent office while in college. Higher figures were reported by most
types of private institutions, including private Liberal Arts II
(25.7 percent), private Liberal Arts I (25.1 percent), private spe-
cialized (24.2 percent), and private two-year (20.6 percent).

b. Lower levels of such participation were reported at public two-year
(8.2 percent), public comprehensive (13.8 percent), and public doc-
toral (13.8 percent) institutions.

Serving_211 a Student-Facult Committee

a. At public institutions, 8.9 percent of seniors reported this exper-

ience. At private institutions, 16.5 percent gave this response.

b. Higher figures were found primarily among private Liberal Arts I and

II colleges (21.2 and 19 percent, respectively).

Working on a School Paper

a. Relatively few seniors reported.this_experience, 6.2 percent at pub-
lic Tnstitutions, 12.,6 percent at private institutions. A small dif-
ferential exists, with somewhat higher figures reported at private
.Liberal Arts I and II colleges (14.4 and 15 percent, respectively).

Workln- in a School Politica_TCammtga

a. Overall, 11.4 percent of seniors at public institutions reported
this experience; 16.4 'Percent did so at private institutions.

,

The general report on this follow-up survey is Royer and Creager (1976). All

national figures on the survey are available in that report.

4 9
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b. Higher-than-average figures were reported at two types of private
institutions, private doctoral and private Liberal Arts I insti-
tutions (20.7 and 23.2 percent, respectively).

Joinins a Fraternit SororitL_or_Other 610

a. This experience, a more general form of social participation, was
reported by 35 percent of all seniors. There is a small overall
difference between public and private institutions (30 versus 39.2
percent, respectively) on this response.

b. Institutions with higher-than-average percentages included private
comprehensive (49.6 percent), private specialized (47.8 percent
and private doctoral (42.2 percent). Lower-than-averagepercentages
were found at public two-year (19.8 percent), private two-year (28.3
pencvlt), private Liberal Arts I (28.3 percent ), and Public special-
ized (20.8 percent ) institutions.

Orientation Toward Students

A variety of indicators, primarily from the faculty survey, have been

used in order to highlight facets of an institution's orientation toward stu-

dents. In a number of college environffent studies, this aspect of institu-

tional life as measured by aggregate student perceptions has been associated

with several important educational outcomes, including persistence in college

and increased learning-(Astin and Panos, 1969; Solmon, 1973). The statistical

analysis seen in Table A-6 explores the nature of institutional differences

on several faculty-based measures of concern for student development. Be-

cause undergraduate instruction is such a fundamental role for higher educa-

tion, comparatively uniform levels of response might have been expected

across institutional categories. Indeed, this was the case in:a number of

instances: Faculty generally favored representation of students on institu-

tional governing boards and supported the use of student evaluations in mak-

ing faculty promotions. So, too, facultpreported broAdly similar patterns

of classroom contact and time spent in academic advising of students.

AP important pattern of variation can be discerned, however, regarding

faculty attitudes toward student development. Faculty at private institu-

tions specifically directed toward undergraduate teaching (primarily liberal

arts colleges, but others as well) consistently showed strong interest in the

personal, development of students. It is at these same types of institutions

that higher-than-average proportions of faculty encouraged students to see

them outside of class and engaged in social activities with students.

The emphasis on student development marks an important special purpose

of private hiOer education. As noted earlier, most private institutions
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fall within the categories that are directly focused on undergraduate instruc-

tion.

Specif c highlights are summarized below:

Faculty Attitudes Toward Students

a. Nationwide, two-thirds of faculty agreed that students should have
re resentation .on institi..itional_fldyeraitalloards. There was small

variation across -Institutional types. Private Liberal Arts II col-
leges reOrted a higher proportion (76.7 percent); public and pri-.
vate specialized institutions showed lower levels of agreement (59.1'
and 57.7 percent, respectively).

b. In general, about 70 percent of faculty agreed that formal student
evaluations_ should be a factor in decisions about faculty_promotion.
Somewhat lower proportioliS Were in agreement at prTVate two-year
and private specialized institutions; slightly higher proportions
of faculty agreed with this statement at private. Liberal Arts I

colleges.

Student-Faculty Contact

a. Overall, 60 percent of faculty reported that they were teaching
three gr_more_classes_ eaCh term. Faculty responses varied in this

regard not-by sector, but by type of institution.

b. The figures were highest at two-year colleges, about 85 percent.
Public comprehensive and private Libet'al Arts I and II colleges also
reported a high proportion of faculty with three or more classes
(75 percent, 79.8 percent, and 73.2 percent, respectively). Public
and private doctoral institutions reported the lowest proportions

of faculty teaching three or more classes (46.7 and 45 percent; re-
spectively).

c. About 25 percent of all faculty nationally reported that they had
student teaching assistants. 'Responses varied considerably across
institutional types from very low proportions at public and private
two-year colleges (11 and 4.5 percent, respectively) to a high pro-
portion of 42.51percent at public doctoral institutions.

The pattern of variation was similar regarding student research_

assistants. National figures were about 20 percent; mddh-higher
pi-dtlortions were reported at public doctoral (34.2 percent), private
doctoral (28.7 percent), and public specialized (28.9 percent) in-
stitutions. Institutions at which very few faculty had student re-
search assistants included public two-year (2.1 percent), private
two-year (2.4 percent), private Liberal Arts 11 (7 percent), and
private comprehensive (9.4 percent).

e. Overall, about half of college faculty reported that they spent
five or more hours each week in academic_advisiaa of students.
Except for lower proportions reported at private two-year colleges
ancipublic specialized institutions, there was little variation
across institutions on this activity.

f. More than three-quarters of faculty reported that they encouraged
students to see them outside o class. There was some variation
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by type of institution. Higherproportions gave this response at
public specialized (94.3 percent), private specialized (87.2 per-
cent), private Liberal Arts I (85.2 percent), private comprehensive
(85.2 percent), and private Liberal Arts II (84 percent) institu-
tions. Slightly lower-than-aVerage proportions were reported by
pUblic doctoral (73.2 percent) and private doctoral (70.2 percent)
institutions.

. Nationally, 29 percent of faculty reported regular ipformal contacts
with students;that is, spending two or more hou-r-s per Week in social
activities with students. As with other data, some variation ap-
pears, largely according to institutional type. Higher proportions
were repo'rted at private Liberal Arts II (43.4 percent), private
Liberal Arts I (41.1 percent), and private comprehensive (38A per-
cent) institutions. Lower-than-average proportions were reported at
public doctoral (26.6 percent), private doctoral (264ercent), and
private specialized (24 percent) institutions.

pliphasis on Student Development

a. Among a variety of educational goals, faculty nationwide agreed that
the following were either "essential" or "very important" goals for
their institutions'l provide for student's emotional development
(36.5 percent), foster deeper levels of student self-understanding
(46.1 percent), and develop moral character (39.6 percent).

b. Overall figures showed higher levels of faculty agreement at private
institutions (generally about five in ten) than at public institu-
tions (three or four in ten). Public-private differences persisted'
across all institutional categories.

C. The primary basis for "sector" differences, however, involved low
valuation of such developmental goals at doctoral institutions ,(public
and private) and public comprehensive institutions and, conversely,
much higher levels of agreement among private two-year and Liberal
ArtsII institutions.

High levels of agreement for,each goal were found as follows:

Emotional Develof)Ment: privatetwo-year (65.2 percent)
private Liberal Arts ii (61.5 percent)

Student Self-Understanding private-Liberal Arts II (67.5 percent)
private two-year (66.1 percent)
private.Liberal Arts I (62.2 percent)

, Moral Character: private two-year (77.9 pdrcenti
privateliberal Arts II (69.7 percent)
private comprehensive (55.5 percent)

A weaker but broadly similar pattern of variation can be seen on an-
other possible educational goal, development of responsible citizens.
Overall, 65 percent of faculty considered this an 10br'iant goal for
their institution. Little or no public-private differenCes were
found, but substantial differences existed between gradUate-oriented
institutions and those focused on undergraduate instruction. High

proportions of agreement were foUnd at private two-year (80.8 per-
cent), private Liberal Arts II (78.5 percent), and public two-year
77,4 percent) institutions.
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--Student Evaluations-of-Their-College -Experiences-

a. On the whole, college students express general satisfaction with
their college experience: In 1972, about three-quarters of college
seniors said they were satisfied or very satisfied with their col-
leges, with no difference found between public and Oivate sectors.
About one-quarter indicated that they were "very satisfied."

b. Within the general pattern, certain higher-than-average proportions
can be seen at certain types of- institutions in student responses
about being "very satisfied." They were private Liberal Arts I

(37.6 percent), private specialized (37.1 percent), and public spe-

cialized (36.5 percent) institutions.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The general premise of diversity in higher education has been amply docu-

mented by this review of differences on more than one hundred variables across

twelve categories of institutions. Many points of distinctiveness have been

highlighted, as heve some possibly unexpected aspects.of similarity. Further

analysis could be undertaken to explore the significance of certain of the

findings that have been documented.

Two purposes are intended by this final chapter. First, individual pro-

files of each type of institution are presented as a means of,showing the col-

lective-impact op institutional character of-the'many-differences observed for

particular topics in sections 2, 3, and 4. The summarY pl-ofiles underscore a

general theme that emerge& from this review: that particular types of insti-

tutions, even when grouped 4s broadly as has been done here, show striking

evidence of varying emphasis and purpose. Finally, some general conclusions

are offered for their possible bearing on considerations of public policy'to

suOport.and sustain higher education=

profiles of Each institutional I

Review of evidence on institutional style or character has documented

that differences in type of institution were often more important for depict-

ing aspects of academic character than were differences in form of control.

In this section, a different apProach has been adopted in order to show for

each category separately the aspects of academic character on which the cate-

gory appeared to be the most distinctive. Data are.organized by their source

(institutional, student, or faculty characteristics) and are listed on the

profiles prox if institutions in the category had in the aggregate been con-

siderably higlier or lower than the norm for each characteristic.' For the

faculty, for instance, the norm (that is, the figure for all faculty com-

bined) on having student teaching assistants wu 27 percent. The figure at

public doctoral institutions, with 42.5 percent of faculty reporting that

they had student teaching assistants, is far above the general norm for fac-

ulty.

1

Norms for faculty and freshmen data are taken from available reports (Bayer,
1973: Astin et al 1974). .The comparable figures, for all institutions
combined, on HEGIS data were taken c:rectly from tabulations of data.
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Individual profiles are shown in Figures 6 through 13.2 Differences

among the categories are emphasized quite well by the summary profiles.

Differences in financial patterns--particularly with regard to sources of

revenues--are quite evident, as are differences in faculty activities and

orientations toward their teaching:role. As can be seen, too, different

types of institutions attract students with differing backgrounds and inter-

ests. What is also demonstratedparticularly for those categories on which

relatively few characteristics differed from the norm--is that, whatever the

, particular points of distinctiveness, institutions have many characteris.ics

in common.

Con_siderations for Public Poi icx

This review of available evidence on institutional differences in aca-

demic character has documented important elements of diversity among institu

tions of higher education. It also provides a better:Perspective on the var-

ious contributions of both the public and the private sectors to that diver-

sity. Although they share many roles and purposes, the two sectors as a

whole are quite distinctive in their relative emphasis. Most public insti-

tutions (85 percent of the total) are either two-year colleges or compre-

hensive colleges and universities. In contrast, private institOtions are

primarily of-two types, liberal arts colleges and specialized institutions,

which together constitute 71 percent of the private sector. Because of the

often considerable differences among types of institutions--in the nature of

their students, faculty, and academic character--each sector offers a sig-

nificantly different "mix" of educational settings to prospective students.

In short, the sectors are not merely duplicative, but together they

offer a greater variety of educational options than is available in one sec-

tor alone. Some of this distinctive emphasis may be due to historical cir-

cumstance. Other roles, whether by their nature or by practical considera-

tions, may be a trait of a particular sector. The flexibility that many

_private institutions have to develop special programs, for example, is not

as readily available in public higher education. Similarly, the practical

demands of sustained expansion and financial support necessary for the ex-

istence of large instititiqns strongly limit the possibility that private

institutions would aspire to such a model.

2Prof les were not presented for specialized institutions in view of the
heterogeneity of institutions within the category.



FIGURE 6

PROFILE,OF PUBLIC DOCTORAL UNIVERSITIES

NUMBER: 111 Institutions
PERCENT OF ALL INSTITUTIONS: 3.8 Percent

Student Characteristics Faculty Characteristics Institutional Characteristics

VERY 70 percent or more of stu-
HIGH

1

dents from same state
Live in campus housing

Hold doctorate or equivalent
degree

Six or more days away from
campus for professional
activities

Nine or more hours/week in
research or scholarly
writing

Publications in the last two
years

Have teaching assistants
Have research assistants

HIGH
2

Expect support of $500 or
more from:

Parents or family
High school grades of 13+ or

better

Associate or full professor
rank

Have federal research funds
Teach gradUate students

Enrollment
Revenues from:

State appropriations
Sponsored research

Expenditures/FTE for:
Instruction and departmen-
tal research

Sponsored research
Libraries
Physical plant

Student aid revenues from:
State funds
Private gifts

_Endowment

Revenues from:
Federal appropriations

Student aid revenues from:
Federal funds

LOW3

VERY
LOW4

Lecturer, instructor, or no
rank

LMportant for institution
to:

Provide for emotional
development

Develop moral character
Foster student self-
understandin

Location:
Middle Atlantic region

Revenues from:
Private gifts
Endowment

Student aid expenditure FTE
of more than $400

Teach three or more differ-
ent classes

Tuition and fees
Tuition dependence

1. At least 15 percent above the norm
2. At least 10 percent above the norm.
3. At least 10 percent below the norm.
4. At least 15 ipercent below the nonm.

.e., the figure for all institu
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FIGURE 7

PROFILE OF PRIVATE DOCTORAL UNIVERSITIES

NUMBER: 66 Institutions
PERCENT OF ALL INSTITUTIONS: _ 3 Percent

Student Characteristics Faculty Characteristics 1 Institutional Characteristics

VERY1
HIGH

Grew up in large city or
suburb

High school grades of Bi-
or better

Parental income of more
than $20,000

Live in campus housing
?Ian-professional degree
Expect support of $500 or
more from:

Parents or family
Private scholarships

Nine or more hours/week in
research or sCholarly writ-
ing

Publications in the last two
years

Important for institution to:
Develop in students the

ability to pursue re-
search

HIGH
2

Science majors
Important career factor:
Contribute to society

Expect any support from:
Parents dr family
Private scholarships

Expect support of $500 or
more from:

State scholarships

Have student research assis-
tants

Hold doctorate or equivalent
Six or more days away from

campus for professional
activities

Teach graduate students
Have federal research funds

Enrollment
Location:
Middle Atlantic region

Suburb of metropolitan area
Nonsectarian
Tuition and fees
Revenues from:
Sponsored research
Private gifts
Endowment

Expenditures/FTE for:

Instruction and depart-
mental research

Sponsored research
Libraries
Physical plant

Student aid revenues from:
Federal funds
Private gifts
Endowment

Student aid _expenditures/FTE

LOW
3

Parental income of less
than $10,000

Financially independent

mportant for institution to: Revenues from:
Prepare students for em- Federal appropriations

ployment Student aid revenues/FTE
Develop responsible clti-

zens

VERY
LOW4

70 percent or more of stu-
dents from same state

Grew up in small town or on
farm

Neither parent attended col-
lege

Career-related majors

Teach three or more differ-
ent classes

Located:
Outside of metropolitan
area

In Southeast region
Revenues from:

State appropriationS

1. At least 15 percent above the
2. At least 10 percent above the
3. At least 10 percent below the
4. At least 15 percent below the

norm,

norm.

norm.
norm.

the figure for all institutions)
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FIGURE B

PROFILE OF PUBLIC COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITIES, AND COLLEGES

NUMBER: 320 Institutions
PERCENT OF ALL INSTITUTIONS: 11 Percent

Student Characteristics Faculty Characteristics Institutional Characteristic5

VERY-

HIGH
1

70 percent or more of stu-
dents from same state

Live in campus housing

Enrollment
Revenues from:

State appropriations
Sponsored research

Student aid revenues from:
Federal funds
State funds

HIGH2 Teach three or mo -e di ferent
classes

Location:
Outside of metropolitan area

Half or more of student aid
revenues from:

Federal funds

LOW
3

,

Lecturer, instructor, or no
rank

Total student aid expendi-
turet FTE

vERy
LOW4

.

Tuition and fees
Tuition dependence
Revenues from:

Private gifts
Endowment

1. At least 15 percent above the norm
2. At least 10 percent above the norm.

3. At least 10 percent below the norm.

4. At least 15 percept below the nOrm.

the figure- for all ins A -u ion
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FIGURE 9

PROFILE OF PRIVATE COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

NUMBER: 151 Institutions
PERCENT OF ALL INSTITUTIONS: 5.1 Percent

Student Characteristics Faculty Characteristics Institutional Characteristics

VERY
HIGH

1

Live in campus housing
Expect support of $500 or
more from:

Parents or family
Joined a fraternity, sorority,
or other club

Important for institution to.
Develop moral character

Enrollment of 2,500-4,999
students

Location:
Suburb of metropoli an area

Religious affiliation
Tuition and fees
Tuition dependence
Revenues from:
Sponsored research
Private gifts
Endowment

Student aid revenues from:
_Endowment

HIGH2 Parental income of more than

$20,000
Expect support of $500 or
more from:

Private scholarships
State scholarships

High school grades of B+
or better

Assistant professor rank
Important for institution to:

Provide for emotional
development

Foster student self-
understanding

Location:
Middle Atlantic region

Student aid revenues from:
Federal funds
Priyate gifts

LOWa Neither parent attended col-
lege

Nine or more hours/week in
research or scholarly
writing

Publications in the last two
years

VERI
LOW

Revenues from:
State appropriations
Federal appropriations

At least 15 percent above the norm (i.e.
At least 10 percent above the norm.
At least 10 percent below the norm.
At least 15 percent below the norm.

-he figure-for all insti-u -ion
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FIGURE 10

PROFILE OF PRIVATE LIBERAL ARTS I COLLEGES

NUMBER: 141 Institutions
PERCENT OF ALL INSTITUTIONS: 4.8 Percent

Student Characteristics Faculty Characteristics Institutional Characteristics

VERY-

HIGH
1

Highr school grades of El+ or

better
Parental income of more than
$20,000

Live in campus housing
Liberal arts majors
Plan professional degrees
Expect support of $500 or
more from:

Parents or family

Hold doctorate or equivalent
Teach three or more different

classes
Important for institution to:
Foster student self-
understanding

-

Enrollment of 1,000-2,499
Location:
Middle Atlantic region
Metropolitan area

Women's college
Religious affiliation
Tuition and fees
Tuition dependence
Revenues from:
Sponsored research
Privatigifts
Endowment

Expenditures/FTE for:
Instruction and departmental
research

Libraries
Physical plant

Student aid revenues from:
Private gifts .

Endowment
Total student aid expendi-
tures/FTE

HIGH
2

Seniors very satisfied with
college

Student office
Served on a student-faculty
committee

Worked in a school poli-
tical campaign

Science majors
Plan master's or doctorate
Important career factor:
Work with ideas

Expect support of $500 or

more from:
State scholarships
Private scholarships

Expect support from:
Colle e Work-Stud

Have taken a sabbatical
Humanities teaching field
Liberal arts teaching field
Spend two hours or more
each week in social ac-
tivities with students

Important for institution to:
Provide for emotional
development

Develop moral character

LOW Important career factor:
Availability of job open-

ings
Expect to work at outside
Job while in college

Location:
Southeas -ern region

VER
LOW

Neither parent.attended col-
lege

70 percent or more of stu-
dents from same state

-Career-related majors

tareer-related teaching
field

Teach graduate courses
Important for institution to:
_ Preparestudents_for later

employment
Provide skilled human re-
_sources for 1 cal commun

Revenues from:
State appropriations
Federal appropriations

Half or more of student aid
_revenues,from:.

Federal funds

1. At least 15 percent above the norm (i.e , the figure for all ins

2. At least 10 percent above the norm.

3. At least 10 percent below the norm.
4. At least 15 percent below the norm.
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FIGURE 11

PROFILE OF PRIVATE LIBERAL ARTS II COLLEGES

NUMBER: 547 Institutions
PERCENT OF ALL INSTITUTIONS: 18.8 Percent

Student Characteristics Faculty Characteristics Institutional Characteristics

VERY-

HIGH
1

Live in campus housing
Expect any support from:
Private scholarships
College Work-Study

Important for institution to:
Provide for emotional
development

Foster student self-
understanding

Develop moral character

Enrollment of 500-1,000 stu-
dents

Religious affiliation
Tuition and fees
Tuition dependence
Revenues from:
Private gifts
Endowment

Expenditures/FTE or:

Libraries
Ph sical -lant

HIGH
2

Held student office
Liberal arts majors
Important career factor:
Be helpful to others
Contribute to society

Expect support of $500 or
more from:

Parents or family
Private scholarships
State scholarships
Basic Oiio tunit Grants

Agree students should have Expenditures/FTE for instruc-
representation on institu- tion and departmental re-
tional governing boards search

Spend two or more hours/week Student aid revenues from:

in social activities with Endowment
students Total student aid expendi-

Important for institution to, tures/FTE

Develop responsible citizens'
Rank of assistant professor
Humanities teaching field

LOW
3

Career-related majors Have student research assis-
tan

VERY
LOW4

70:percent or more of stu-
dents from same state

Nine or more hours/week in Revenues from:
research or scholarly State appropriations

writing
Publications in the last two
years

Teach graduate courses

1. At least 15 percent above the norm (i.e., the figure for all institutions

2. At least 10 percent above the norm.

3. At least 10 percent below the norm.

4. At least 15 percent below the norm.

6 1
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FIGURE 12

PROFILE OF PUBLIC TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

NUMBER: 864 institutions
PERCENT OF ALL INSTITUTIONS: 29.7 Percent

Student Characteristics Faculty Characteristics Institutional Characteristics

VERY
1

HIGH
70 percent or more of studen_s

from same state

Neither parent attended col-
lege

Expect to work at a job
while in college

Teach three or more different
classes

Lecturer, instructor, or no
rank

Hold tenure
Important for institution to:
Prepare students for later
employment

Provide skilled human re-
sources for the local
community

Important for institution to:
Develop responsible citi-

zens

Revenues from:
State appropriations
Federal appropriations

HIGH2 Half or more of student aid
revenues from:

Federal funds
Location:

Outside of metropolitan area

LOW
3

Plan master's or doctorate Rank of assistant prOfessor
Have federal research funds

.

Student aid revenues from:
Private gifts

Total student aid expendi-
tures FTE

VERY
LOW4

High school grades of Es+ or
better

Live in campus housing
Expect support of $500 or
more from;

Parents or family

Hold doctorate or equivalent
Rank of associate, assistant,
or full professor

Teach graduate courses
Have teaching assistants
Six or more days away from
campus for professional
activities

Nine or mpre hours/week in
research or scholarly
writing

Publications in last two yea s
Important for institution to
Develop ability to pursue

research

Student aid revenues from:
Endowment

Expenditures/FTE for:
Instruction and departmen-
tal research

Libraries
Physical plant

Revenues from:
Sponsored research
Private gifts
Endowment

Tuition and fees
Tuition dependence

1. At least 15 percent aboVe the norm
2. At least 10 percent above the norm.
3. At least 10 percent below the norm.
4. At least 15 percent below the norm.

.6.0 the figure for all institutions)
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FIGURE 13

PROFILE OF PRIVATE TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

NUMBER: 231 institutions
PERCENT OF ALL INSTITUTIONS: 7.9 Percent

Student Characteristics Faculty Characteristics --1Intt1tutiona1 Characteristics

VERY1
HIGH

Live in campus housing Teach three or more different
classes

Important for institution to:
Provide for:student's emo-
tional development

Foster student self-
understanding

Develop moral character
Develop responsible citi-
zens

Lecturer, instructor, or no
rank

-r-

Enrollment of under 500
Tuition dependence
Revenues from:
Private gifts

HIGH
2

Expect any support from:
College-Work Study
Basic Opportunity Grants

Expect support of $500 or
more from:

State scholarshi is

Student evaluation should be
part of faculty promotion

Women'- college

LOW3 70 percent or more of stu-
dents from same state

Percentage of male students
Expect any support from:

Part-time employment

Assistant professor rank
Any days away from campus

for professional activi-
ties

Education teaching field
Have federal research funds

Student aid revenues from:
Federal funds
State funds
Private gifts

VERY
LOW4

High School grades of B+ or
better

Have teaching assistants
Mave research assistants
Hold doctorate or equivalent
degree

Associate or full professor
rank

Hold tenure
Six or more days-away from

campus for professional
activities

Nine or more hours/week in
research or writing

Publications in last two years
Have taken sabbatical
Teach graduate courses

Student aid revenues from:
Endowment

Expenditures/FTE for:
Instruction and departmental
research

ReVenues from:
State appropriations
Sponsored research

1. At least 15 percent above the norm 'i.e. 1 the figure for all insti utions

2. At least 10 percent above the norm.
3. At least 10 percent below the norm.
4. At least 15 percent below the norm.
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Differences in institutional approach and purpose are not just of his-

torical interest; they serve important,contemporary social purposes as well.

Diversity of:programs provides a necessary and vital range of educational

opportunities that makes it possible for prospective students to choose the

particular types of programs or institutions best suited to their individual

abilities and interests.

It is in this context that the distinctive contributions of the private

sector can be better understood. The privately controlled institutions offer

the alternative of small-scale settings, certainly; indeed, almost niiie of

ten private institutions reported enrollments of fewer than 2,500 students in

1972-73. The option for special-purpose institutions--whether it $ religious,

value-related, or technical, single-sex or otherwise specialized--is an impor-

tant factor, too. Above all, the private sector is the primary locus of a

particular type of institution, one that focuses almost entirely on a four-

year baccalaureate program of undergraduate instruction. Such institutions,

particularly the liberal arts colleges, typically have small enrollments,

students living in campus housing, and faculty who are concerned about foster-

ing the personal development of students. This type of educational setting,

perhaps the stereotypical image of college for many people, is almost exclu-

sively found within the private sector. Fully 95 percent of all liberal arts

colleges are privately controlled institutions.

It is important to realize, too, t-nat, as a type, such Institutions have

represented a declining proportion cf higher education institutions in recent

decades. In 1950, just less than .half of all institutions (43 percent)

offered a four-year (or first professional) degree as their highest offering

(Andersen, 1975). By 1974, however, Only 30 percent of institutions fit this

category. The role of the private sector is again significant: In 1974, half

of private institutions were of this type, a figure little changed from the

comparable proportion of 53 percent reported in 1950. In contrast, only B,

percent of public institutions had such a focus on baccalaureate instruction

in 1974, a sharp decrease from a 1950 figure of 25 percent (Andersen, 1975). .

Whatever the indicator chosen, it seems clear that, while the traditional

baccalaureate-level college provides a distinctive type of educational setting

for students, that option is for the most part available with the private

sector. This reality, taken in conjunction with other analyses of the finan-

cial vulnerability and pressures faced by such private institutions, under-

6 4
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scores the need for improved effor.: to sustain the private sector. If

diversity of program offerings is to continue to be available, the private

sector--particularly through its distinctive emphasis on a particular type'

of educational option--has a vital role to play in maintaining that diver-

sity.
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TULE A-1

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

(1972-73 HEM Data Files: Percentages of Institutions Reporting Each Characteristic)

ALL INSTITUTIONS DOCTORAL COMPREHENSIVE LIBERAL ARTS I LIBERAL ARTS II TWO-YEAR SPECIALIZED

-Public Private Fublf-c- Private Public Private

_ _

Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private

Enro4ment count.19?2)

Under 500 8.5 38.1 0.0 3.0 0.0 2.0 6,4 26.5 11,5 71.9 30.5 66.1

500-999 15.0 25.9 0.0 0.0 1.3 2.7 28.4 41.7 20.9 17.3 23.7 21.1

1000-2499 26,5 24.2 0.0 6.1 17.8 36.4 59.6 = 30.7 31.9 8.7 30.5 9.6

2500=4999 18.5 6.5 1.8 15.2 30.0 40.4 5.7 0.9 17.0 1.7 8.5 2.9

5000=9999 16.8 3.7 17.4 43.9 32.2 16.6 0.0 0.2 12.5 0.4 3.4 0.3

10000 or more 14.6 1.6 80.7 31.8 18.8 2.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 3.4 0.0

Le..Y111

Mow England 5.8 10.9 5.4 16.7 6.6 9.9 13.6
. 8.2 5.0 16.5 10,2 9.1

Middle Atlantic 14.8 23.4 9.0 39.4 15,9 32.5
- 36.2

. 12.6 13.5 19.3 27.6 29.7

Creat Lakes 15.3 18.2 16.9 10,6 13.1 19.2 21.3 18:1 16.7 11.7 5.1 22.1

Plains 10.5 11.1 10.8 3.0 10.9 5.3
. 6.4 16.3 10.6 9.5 6.6 10.2

Southeast 24.9 20.3 21.6 7.6 31.9 13.9
. 11.4 - 21.8 23.5 30.7 13.6 11.5

Southwest 10.1 5.1 12.6 7.6 8,9 8.0
. 0.7

. 6,0 10,0 5.2 20.7 3,7

Rocky Mountains 4.2 1.4 8.1 3.0 4.7 0.7
- 0.7

. 1.8 3.7 1.7 5.1 1.0

Far West 14.3 9.5 13.5 12.1 8.1 10.6
, 7.8

. 9.1 17.0 5.2 10.3 12.5

MetgoW1ta4 location*

Central city of SMSA 19.0 24.4 16.5 22.7 15.2 20.8
_ 36.6

- 24.0 21.0 20,8 14.9 24.8

Suburban part of SMSA 33.4 47.5 45.0 72.7 34.1) 59,7 26.8 34.4 28.0 40.0 71.6 61,1

Outside of SMSA

pace of Institution

47.5

2,9

28.1

3.9

38.5 4.5

0.0 1.5

50.0

10.0

19.5

1.3

36.6

0.0

. 41.6

8.0

50.9

0.6

39.2

3.9

13.4

0.0

7.1

0.8

% predominantly black

Sin le-Sex Institutions

0.5 7.5 0.0 0.0 0,3 3.3' 7.1 4.9 0,1 4.3 8.6 16.6

% mpn's colleges

% womon's colleges 0.2 9.7 0.9 0,0 0.6 0.7 24,8 12.6 0.0 16.5 0.0 1.1

MILdEE.111111211E1*
Protestant

27.6 1.5 - 30.5 27.5 39.2
- . 33.1

Roman CathOlic - 16.3 - 0,0 - 24.7 17.6
. 27,8

. 10.0

Nonsectarian 55.9 - 98.5 44.8
0 54.9

. 33,0
, - - 56.9

*Based on special tabulations
provided by Dr. John A. Creager,

American Council OA Education;

Data were not available on private two-year colleges.
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Facult Credentials

-Ming doctorate or

equivalent degree

-7% working on doctoral degee

8a6and. Tenure Status

professor rani

% assistant professor

% with lecturer, instructor

, or no ranA

% holding tenure

Scholarl Involvement

gth days away from

campus for professional

activities

% with 6 or mut days aWay

for professional activities

% with 9.0 r more hours/week

in reaearch or scholarly

wilting

% with publications In the

last two years

% that have taken a sabbatical

% that agree, knowledge
in

field expanding so that I

have fallen seriously behind

.(1972-73 ACE

TARE A-2

ACADEMIC RESOURCES OF,PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

Su vey of College Faculty: Percentages of Faculty Reporting Each Characteristic)

ALL INSTITUTIONS DOCTORAL COMPREHENSIVE LIBERAL ARTS.; LIBERAL ARTS II TWO-YEAR _SPECIALTEED

Tublic Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private

45.3 44.4 61.1 53.3 48.3 3910 55.7 - 35.1 9.8 14.9 70,0 293

9,7 13.2 6.6 9.8 16,5 18.2 - 14.1 16.5 8.3 8.5 14.7 10.9

50.2 51.4 62.2 60.0 56.2 45.4 49.1 45,8 20.3 17.5 56.4 69.9

23.7 28.0 25.5 20.4 31.3 38.1 - 31.6 -- 36.4 11.9 12.2 2Bi7 21,1

26.0, 20.6 12.3 19.7 12.3 16.3 19.3 - 17,7 67.8 70,3 14.9 9.0

71.6 56.1 68,3 58.0 71.4 58.8 56.8 57.6 81.4 31.8 54.5 25,1

83.6 82,2 89.8 84.9 82,9 77.1 81.9 83.1 74.2 71.4 66.7' 83.2

f.
43.7 43.9 59.7 55.6 38.5 37.4 34.4 35'4 T27 26.2 32,0 45.6

36.1 30.6 50.1 48.6 30.1 18.8 - 22.7 ,- 12.6 7.2 6.5 60.7 20.6

45.7 42.6 64.2 65.5 40.6 28.3
.

36.2
. 21.5 13.2 9.1 52.5 33,6

24,2 25.9 28.6 30,1 2617 17,8 , - 37.2 20,1 . 15,5 9.1 5.8 41.1

,

33,5 33.7 33.3 31.9 35.2 33.4 - 35.2 - 35.8 32,4 38.0 ,29.:9 32.7

68
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,

Tbition_eosts (1972-73)

% with tuition and fees

of $1500 or more

TU ti De ndence

with more than 7 or

total MG revenues from

tuition and fees

% with 31-70% of total E4

revenues from tuition

and fees

% with 30% or less

total E4G revenues

,from tuition and fees

Other Revenue Sources

7rithe-irs-mountof

EM rivenue from'

State appropriations

Federal appropriations

Sponsored research

Private gifts

Endowment

Expenitturea for Instrgetion

s1 h more than of

total EM expenditures

for instruction and

departmental research

% with 41.61 of total

E&G expenditures for

instruct, k dept, res,

% with 4 0% or less of total

expenditures for instruct,

and dept, research

% with instruct. & dept,

res. expenditures of

more than 800/Fil

70

TABLE A-3

FINANCIAL RESOURCES OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

(1972-73 HECIS Data Filesi
Percentages of Institutions Reporting Each Characteristic)

ALL INSTITUTIONS DOCTORAL COMPREHENSIVE LIBERAL ARTS I LIBERAL ARTS Il TWO-YEAR 8FECIALI4,0_

Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private PublfC Private

0,4 50.5 0.0 89.4 0.3 89.0

0,4 42,4 0,9 18,1 0.0 71.6

12.4 41,4 9,9 48.4 18.4 23,8,

87.0 16.4 69.1 3 .3 81.5 4.6

92.3 16.2 94.6 33.3 96.3 27,2

53.8 27.0 49.5 25.8 30.3 19.9

22.2 18.9 91.0 90.9 38.4 37.7

10.9 88.3 37.8 93.9 10.6 92,7

4.2 57.1 20.7 92.4 5,6 70.2

24,2 6,4 6,3 0.0 15.9 4.0

58.6 56,1 51.3 48.5 74.4 77.5

17.2 37.6 42.3 51.5 9.6 18.5

3 ._ 61.0 08.3 0 .4 54.4 52.3

99.9 - 56.2 0,4 25.6 0,0 22.7

52.5 43,0 0.5 45.5 .0.0 27.6

45.4 50.9 10.8 41.1 3.4 33,2

2.1 7.1 88.5 13.4 96.5 39.3

23.4
. 12.1 90.9 12.1 91.4 13.9

11.3
. 35.3 65.6 32.5 31.0 21.4

39.0
- 11.5 3.9 1.7 70.7 13.1

97.2
. 95.6 5.9 73.2 31.0 81.3

89.4 58.0 1.0 35.4 10.3 46.0

2.8 3.8 31.4 8.2 10.3 11.5

69.5 - 61.6 54.1 38.1 40.2 47.1

27.7 34.4 14.4 53.7 41.4 41.4

92.9 63.8 23.9 31.2 88.0 63.1
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TABLE A-3

(Concluded)

ALL IN IITUTIONS DOCTORAL COMPREHENSIVE _LIBERAL AHTS k. LIBERAL ARTS_II ,TWO-yEAR SPECIALIZED

Public Private Pubfic Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private

Other E nditures

with more than $100/FTE

for sponsored research 10.1 8.8 72.1 78.8 5.9 6.6 - 13.5 - 2.9 0.1 0.9 65.5 9.1

% with molt thar. $100/FT1

in library expenditures 20.3 , 49.7 51.4 77.3 '27.5 26.5 - 82.3 51.7 9.0 29.0 65.5 51.3

% with more than $200/FTE

for physical plant expo. 27.5 66.6 64,0 81.8 41.2 49.0 - 93.6 66.6 13.3 53.3 77.6 70.3

Sources of Student Aid

Talm7d-017-aid

revenues from

Federal funds 77.1 60.7 80.2 84.8 87.2 79.5 - 74.5 - 70.0 73.0 55.8 81.0 34.8

State funds 39.3 20.1 49.5 24.2 50.0 30.5 - 31.2 - 21,4 34.0 17.7 32.8 11.2

Private gfts 49.7 58.4 81.1 84.8 53.8 64.9 83.0 62,7 44.6 39.8 53.4 47.9

Endowment 16.6 40.6 60.4 81.8 20.6 57.6 78.7 40.0 7.5 13.9 36.2 30.2

% with half or more of

cmtotal student-aid revenue

from federal funds 54.3 33.2 50.4 42.4 57.4 41.0 18.4 43.2 55.0 38.1 49.9 16. Oc

Total Student Aid/FTE

with total student aid

revenues of more than

$400iFTE

% with total student aid

expenditures of more

than $400/PTE

0.9

1.4

11.7

22.9

0.0

1,8

21.2

48.5

0.6

0.6

4.6

9.3

, 15.6

- 51.0

11.1

24.1

0.2

0.2

7.0

9.2

12,0

20.6

15.2

20.3
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TABLE A-4

BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS AT PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

1974 UCLA/ACE Freshman Survey:
'Percentages of,Preshmen Reporting

Each Characteristic)

ALL INSTITUTIONS DOCTORAL COMPREHENSIVE LIBERAL ARTS I LIBERAL ARTS II TWO-YEAR_ SPECIALIZED

PUblic Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Wit Private Public irivàte fElic Private

Home. State of Students*

larnution5with

701% or more of students

from t40 same state
91,7 43,1 88.1 ' 31,8 97.2 61,0 21.9 - 44.8 '903 56.3 82.8 34.2

Urban rural Ori-in **

36.9 42.6 41,0 57.1 34.4 41,3
_ 44.7

- 37.5 35.4 35.3 39.1 43.6whe grew up In a large

city or suburb of city

% who grew up ID a

moderate-sized city,town 33.0 32.0 32,7 28.4 30.8 34.7
. 32,0

- 33.5 34.9 34.4 36,1 22.7

% who grew up in a small

town or on a farm 30.1 25.4 26.3 ,14.5 34.9 23,9 23.4
. 29.0 29.7 30.3 24,8 33.7

-.1L---9LUL-8.111.h504168

% with high school grade

average of 8+ or better 33.7 49.5 51.1 76.1 365 51,0 - 64.7 - 39.3 22.9 22.6 48.4 32.6

Parental'Income

17;;Ii1iies with

Incomes above $201000 27.2 39.4 35.,3 55,0 26,7 41,4 - 49,1 - 30.8 22,7 26.8 26.0 32,9

% from families with

incomes below $10,000 26.1 21.0 17.3 11.6 27.9 17.2 - 13,7 27.6 30,0 29,6 14.4 20.4

Education_of Parents

fThrim-fairfesE Which

neither parent attended

college
50,5 34.6 36.9 23.2 49.9" 36.3 - 22.5 39.5 58,0 51.0 63.9 38,0

Race and 5ex

Taok 7.5 7.6 3.3 4.7 13.7 3.8 4.3 14.4 6.8 6.9 10,1 1.1

male 51,6 50.3 53.1 58.9 45.5 54.2 - 49.4 - 44.0 54.0 39,2 88,3 76.2

*T4en from datg file on Residence and Migration of College Studentat
1972 (unpublished RES survey

**Taken from 1968 freahman survey, See Creaser, Astin Boruch, and Bayer 1968.

ii
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Living Arrauments

%-planting to live in

campan.housini

Probable Field of Stu

liberal arts

% sciences

% Career-related fields

1ngeOP1ans
planting professional

demes (medicine, law

% planning master's or

doctorate domes

Factors in Career Choice

cosidering as very

important:

Being helpful to others

Making a contribution

to society

Chance to work mitb

ideas

Likelihood of job

openings

Fiancial.Inde--ndence

. financially independent

Work E -tations

76

expecting to work at an

outside job while III

college

TABLE A-5

ACAZEMIC PLANS an SHECES OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT oF FRESHMEN AT PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

(1974 HCLA/ACE Freshman

DOcTORAL

Survey: PerCentages of Freshmen Reporting

LIBERAL ARTS I

Each Characteristic)

LIBERAL ARTS II

FRICIfifite
TWO-YEAR'AIL INSTITOTIONS COMPREHENSIVE SPECIALIZED

FErfrai0PER7PHViii

41.6 79.4 76.2 80.9 66.2 69.9 93.7 - 83.8 11,5 70.9 2.6 51.6.

41.3 46.8 39.3 43.9 36.7 37.7 - 54.5 - 46.1 41.4 41.5 21.3 21.8

8.1 13.8 12.4 22.5 9.5 15.7 - 22.1 - 11.4 5.5 5.0 0.0 2.5

50.7 39.4 48,3 33.6 53.8 46.6 - 23.4 42.5 53.1 53.5 78.7 75.8

9,7 19.4 15.7 33.9 8,7 19.7 27.0 13.4 6.6 6.1 1.0 7.0

32.6 41.0 36.8 44.4 41.4 39,9 - 47.9 40.9 25.5 27.7 63.7 41.4

60.6 66.5 59.6 64.0 65.4 63.9 - 66.5 - 72.3 59.0 65.3 39.8 51.1

44,5 54.5 49,4 58.4 49.4 52.6 - 56,5 - 58.4 39.4 46.7 34.3 36.4

42.8 48.0 45.7 53,0 46.0 44.4 - 56.5 46.2 39.5 42.3 49.8 38,9

40.1 42.3 48.4 38.9 49.0 45.5 - 33.7 - 45.6 47.4 46.0 55.1 43.2

19 1 11.7 11.8 6.1 14.8 9.9 9,0 14.7 25.0 18.4 13.6 11.7

70.4 60.5 63.6 57.3 66.6 62.8 55.5 - 63.6 76.1 58.5 76.6 67.1



nateConcer'ialla_.

Colle Education

with major concern

% with some concern

% with no concert

§.11.1EHors
First-Year Ex nses

expecting any support

from parents or family

expecting $500 or more

from parents or family

% expecting any support

from pari.time employment

% expecting $500 or more

from part-time employment

% expecting any suppOrt

from Private scholarships

% expecting $500 or mole

from private scholarships

% expecting any support from

state scholarships, grants

% expecting $500 or more

from state scholarships

% expecting any support from

Basic Opportunity Grants

% expecting $500 or more fr,

Basic Opportunity Grants

% expecting any support from

College Work Study

% expecting $500 or more

from College Work Study

78

TABLE A-5

(Concluded)

ALL INSTITUTIONS DOCTORAL .COMPREHENSIVE LIBERAL ABT6 I LIEERAL ABTS II TWO-YEAR SPECIALIZED

Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private

14.9 15.6 14.2 13.8 17.7 14,6 . 13.5 - 17.7 14.0 13.9 20.1 22.6

46.8 49.9 49.6 48,0 48.2 50.6 - 51.1
, 50.8 44.7 48.3 42.0 49.4

38.3 34.5 362 38,2 34.1 34.7 - 35.5
. 31.5 41.3 37.8 37.9 27,6

78.8 87.1 85.8 91.3 82,6 86.5 91.0 04.7 72.9 83.3 76.4 86.1

46.2 70.3 65.4 81,1 55.6 71.5 70.2 - 63.4 30.3 60.1 40.6 68.6

71.0 69.1 74.1 72.2 68.1 69.5 74.7
. 65.5 70.7 60.2 77.4 78.4

en

25.5 28.5 31.0 34.7 23.9 29.9
. 29.2

_ 25.0 23.2 17.7 41.5 39.9 .J

16.2 32.8 20.3 34.0 16.8 32.7 - 3249 - 35.6 13.5 25.8 11.0 27,8

4.5 19.6 7.1 25.5 5.2 19.0 - 20.0 - 20.7 2.6 9.9 8.7 17.0

16.8 26.7 15.9 26.3 22.2 27.3 26.4 - ' 28.4 14.8 26.4 20,7 17.4

5.6 19.7 7.0 10.8 8,0 19.9 20.8 20.8 3.6 19.0 16.4 13.3

23.6 30.5 18.7 19.3 26.8 27.6 27.3 - 38.5 25.1 36.3 13.1 23.7

10.6 20.7 9.2 13.9 14.1 17.2 - 19.3 - 27.0 9.7 21.9 6.7 15.7

.1

10.2 21.0 9.4 11.7 15.5 14.8 - 26,0 27.6 8.4 23.8 2.3 8.6

4.1 9.0 4.9 7 7- 5.6 7.1 - 8.9 11.4 3.0 6.9 0.0 5.8

0
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TABLE A-6

INDICES OF THE ACADENIc CHARACTER OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

(197273_ACE:Surve of Colle e Faculty: Percents es of Faculty Reporting Each Characteristic)

ALL INSTITUTIONS DOCTORAL COMPREHENSIVE LIBERAL ARTS I LIBERAL ARTS II Two-YEAR _SPECIALIZED__

Public

Nali41114_,

Business administration 6.0

Biological'sciences 8.2

Education 10.3

Engineering 6.9

Pine arts 9.2

Humanities 15.2

Physical sciences 12.2

Psychology 3.6

Social sciences 8.1

Professional fields 9.1

Other 11.3

'Subtotals:

Liberal arts 47.3

Sciences 20.4

careerqolated fields 32,3

Vo ational nVbaJiS

agreeing, very important

or essential for instit,

to:

prepare students for

later employment

provide skilled hu.man

resources for the local

comnunity

78.9

68.1

Research Orientation

-iiiFiarg very important

or essential for 1nstit,

to develop in students the

ability to pursue research 32.6

Private Public Private Public Private :Public Priv te Public Private Public Private Public Private

5.5 3,9 5.4 4,3 9,1 1.1 4.3 8.0 11.6 36.8 4.9

4.9 10.4 6.1 6.0 2.8 5.0 ,, 4.7 6.9 1.6 0.4 6.3

10,0 9.7 7.1 16.0 12,6 - 11.1 14.8 6.2 3.9 9.6 4.0

5.9 10.7 8.3 2.0 5.4 0,5 - 0.1 3.9 13.9 8.6 40.3

9,7 7,9 6.3 13.2 12,3 15.5 11.9 8.9 8.7 0.0 3.0

22.0 12,7 16,8 17.9 21.9 - 31.5 28.0 17.3 24.8 12,3 5.3

12,4 11,2 11.4 12.7 13.8 14,5 , 11.2 14.4 12.5, 6.3 24.2

3.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 3.9 4.6 _
3.8 4,1 3.9 42 1.7

8.8 7,8 9.7 9.4 6,6 11.0 8.8 7.2 6,0 9.9 1.9

9.6 13.3 16.6 4.4 5,4 1.3 5.9 5.9 2.2 6,5 1.0

.7.3 9.1 8.7 10.2 6,3 4.0 6.6 17.4 10.8 7.5 7,4

51.6 40.8 45.1 54,7 50.9 - 66.5 - 59.0 54.7 54.2 31.9 19,3

17,3 21.6 17.5 18,7 16,6 - 19.5 - 15,9 21,3 14.1 6,7 30,5

31.1 37,6 37.4 26.6 32.5 - 14,0 25.1 '24,0 31.6 61,4 50.2

64.8 72,3 62.4 79.9 73.6 - 41.2 69.9 89.2 75.3 97,0 91.8

53.3 59,1 54.5 65.8 60.2 52.2 55.2 86.6 65.5 75.0 52,9

40.6 44.2 52.9 28.4 35.5 43.6 - 28.4 15.3 28.6 31.9 23.5
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% with federal research

funds, as principal

investigator

% with federal research

funds, other capacity

% with Institutional or

departmental research

funds, as principal

investigator

% with institutional or

departmental research

funds, other capacity

Itrodtirld_Grad

Offeri s

teaching introductory

courses

% teaching graduate courses

Oartunities fo_r leader,

fattlee
% of senivors who said theyt

held student office

served on a student-

faculty comittee

worked on a school paper

worked in a school

political campaign

joined a fraternity,

sorority or other club

82

ALL INSTITUTIONS

TABLE A-6

(Continued)

DOCTORAL_ COMPREHENSIVE_ LIBERAL ARTS I_ LIBERAL_ ARTS II TWO-YEAR SPECIALIZED

Public Private Public Private Public Private fublic Private Public Frivate Public Private Public Private

12,8 11.6 22,7 22,1 4.9 3.6 5,3 3.1 1,9 1.6 1,6

6.5 6,6 10.2 11.1 4.3 2,4 4,4 3,6 1.9 1.4 1.8

12.4 9.7 18.9 13,0 8,.3 6.2 13.6 4,4 2.9 6.8 16.6

2,5 2.3 3,7 3,4 2,1 1,6 2,2 0.9 0.6 1.2 0.9

91.7 91.9 85.1 84.4 92.1 94.8 95.6 95.9 99.2 97.8 67,6

77.7 72.3 89.9 89.4 76.7 67.5 31.1 30.4 9.7 10.0 81:9

7.5

6.0

11.6

3,2

89.6

41.2

11,0 22,4 13.8 16.6 13.6 19.9 25.1 25,7 8.2 20.6 17.2 24.2

8,9 16.5 11,1 14.5 10.9 153 21,2 19.0 5.1 11.2 10.6 10.8

6,2 12.6 5.4 9.0 7.8 12,0 14.4 15.0 5.6 10,7 5.5 10,9

11.4 16.4 13.7 20.7 11.7 14.1 23.2 15.9 9.3 10.8 8,0 9.0

30,0 39.2 35.7 42.2 36.5 49,6 28,3 40.6 . 19.8 20.3 29.6 47,8
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TABLE A-6

Concluded)

Faculty Attitudes

agreeing' etudents should

have representation on

instit, governing boards

% agreeingt student evalua-

tions should be a factor

in faculty promotions

tudent-_Facult_2

ichg three or more

different classes

% with student teaching

assistants

% with student research

assistants

% with 5 or more hours week

in academic advising

% who encourage students

to see them outside of

class

% who spend 2 or mon Iloun

per week in social activi-

ties with students

E7phasis on_Stuent.Davelopment

agreeing, very Important or

essential for 'milt tot

provide for ctudont's

emotional development

fostor dcf,per levols of

student selfonderstanding

develop mesol character

develop reopcvihle citizens

% of seniors who were;

very .%tbfled with college

dissatisfied with college

84
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ALL INSTITUTIONS DOCTORAL COMPREHENSIVE

Private

LIBERAL ARTS I LIBERAL ARTS Il TWO-YEkR

Public

SPECIALIZED

Fublie--PriViffPublic Private Public Private Public Public Private Pub]ic Private Private

65.6 67.4 67.9 64.2 70,1 65.5 65.4 76.7 67.4 63.4 59.1 57.7

71.7 70.5 70.0 66.7 74.0 13.7 76.7 74.8 72.2 59.0 71.7 6 .0

64.2 60.1 46.7 45.0 75.0 69,9 79.8 73.2 85.5 87,7 76.1 59.8,

29.5 24.2 42,5 32,9 24,2 18.1 - 23.5 17.8 11.0 4.5 10.0 12.5

20.8 17,1 34,2 28.7 11E9 9.4 - 12,7 7.0 2,1 2,4 28,9 11,0

48,7 48.5 50.1 47.6 51.1 49.8 - 50.9 49.9 46,8 40,0 26.1 43.4

77,8 78,5 73.2 70.2 80.7 85,2 - 85,2 84,0 81.9 80.4 94,3 87.2

27.1 34,2 26.6 26.0 29.6 38.6 41.1 43.4 23,8 35.5 34,8 24,0

31.8 44,5 24.4 28,2 32.2 46.9 - 48,3 61.5 45.0 65.2 28,3 31.2

41.5 54,2 36.2 40,1 41.4 57,6 - 62.2 67.5 53.0 66.1 213 36.4

32.5 51.7 26.6 33.5 30,9 55,5 - 53.8 69.7 42.4 77.9 50.8 48.0

63.6 65.6 56,3 53,9 61.9 67,5 - 66,6 78.5 77.4 80.8 70,8 57.8

24.2 30,1 28.6 29.5 21.7 29.1 - 37,6 27.7 21.9 27.2 36.5 37.1

12.0 11,4 11,5 11.2 12.0 10.9 9.4 11.6 12.3 13.9 11.0 10.5
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